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Abstract 
In resource-constrained real-time embedded systems, scratchpad memory (SPM)  
is utilized in place of cache to increase performance and enforce consistent behavior of 
both hard and soft real-time tasks via software-controlled SPM management techniques 
(SPMMTs). Real-time systems depend on time critical (hard) tasks to complete execution 
before their deadline time. Many real-time systems also depend on the execution of soft 
tasks that do not have to complete by hard deadlines. This thesis evaluates a new 
SPMMT that increases both worst-case task slack time (TST) and soft task processing 
capabilities, by combining two existing SPMMTs. 
The schedulability-driven ACETRB / WCETRB swapping (SDAWS) SPMMT of 
this thesis uses task schedulability characteristics to control the selection of either the 
average-case execution time reduction based (ACETRB) SPMMT or the worst-case 
execution time reduction based (WCETRB) SPMMT. While the literature contains 
examples of combined management techniques, until now there have been none that 
combine both WCETRB and ACETRB SPMMTs. The advantage of combining them is 
to achieve WCET reduction comparable to what can be achieved with the WCETRB 
SPMMT, while achieving significantly reduced ACET relative to the WCETRB 
SPMMT. 
Using a stripped-down RTOS and an SPMMT simulator implemented for this 
work, evaluated resource-constrained scenarios show a reduction in task slack time from 
the SDAWS SPMMT relative to the WCETRB SPMMT between 20% and 45%. 
However, the evaluated scenarios also conservatively show that SDAWS can reduce 
ACET relative to the WCETRB SPMMT by up to 60%. For the evaluated scenarios, the 
   vi
smallest task slack time and largest ACET reduction are seen when the SPM swap time 
(SPMST) to task WCET ratio is minimized. Though a SPMST/WCET ratio of 1:5 or 
greater reduced slack times under SDAWS versus the ACETRB SPMMT, a 
SPMST/WCET ratio of 1:100 resulted in slack times up to 200% larger than those under 
the ACETRB SPMMT. Thus, for systems that can provide small SPMST/WCET ratios, 
SDAWS can provide significant ACET reduction while maintaining the majority of 
slack-time assurance provided under WCETRB SPM management. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
Embedded processors are often packaged with scratchpad memory (SPM) integrated onto 
the chip. SPM can reduce execution times and provide more visibility  than cache under various 
scenarios, as using SPM allows engineers to know for sure what variables are loaded in fast 
memory, (though this depends on the software management strategy employed). Further, SPM 
has a notably smaller size footprint than cache, faster access times, and significantly reduced 
power consumption [7, 15]. The trade-off is that SPM must be controlled by software.  
1.1 – WHY SPM INSTEAD OF cache? 
In general purpose computing, caches are the primary form of on-chip memory. The main 
advantage of cache is its automatic management by hardware. However, in embedded systems, 
engineers must be able to determine the worst-case execution time (WCET) for any hard RT 
tasks. WCET is defined as the maximum time a task may take to run for a given system, and 
depends on such factors as the hardware platform on which is it running, the worst-case amount 
of data that the task will have to process, and the number of tasks or interrupt routines that may 
preempt its execution. The non-deterministic nature of cache leads to difficulties determining 
task WCET, because at any given point in time, it is exceedingly difficult to guarantee that 
particular variables will be in cache.  
SPM in the form of on-chip static RAM (SRAM) is popular because of a smaller size 
footprint on the chip, faster memory access times, and reduced power consumption versus cache 
[7, 15]. A primary disadvantage of SPM is that in order to use it efficiently, the engineer must 
choose an effective SPM management technique (SPMMT), and develop software to implement 
the SPMMT, which may take a lot of time. However, a primary advantage of software control is 
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that, because one may specify exactly which variables will go into SPM, variables in SPM can 
achieve a greater hit rate than had they been loaded into main memory / cache. For these reasons, 
much research has targeted determining an optimal SPMMT for allocating stack and heap 
variables into SPM. 
 
1.2 – EXISTING SPM MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES 
Research has identified several SPM management techniques (SPMMTs) that have been 
tested in industry and in academia. All of the SPMMTs investigated by this thesis assume that 
there exists an on chip memory architecture incorporating 50% cache and 50% SPM. The 
following SPMMTs were researched for this thesis: 
1. Static and dynamic ACET reduction-based allocation [1,2,3,4,5] 
2. Static and dynamic WCET reduction-based allocation [7,8] 
3. Static and dynamic stack and heap allocation of data [17,20] 
4. Allocating of code and data for reduced power consumption [3] 
5. Static allocation of code [21] 
6. Static allocation of RTOS parameters [29] 
This thesis utilized two of these techniques to develop the schedulability-driven SPMMT. 
This Chapter briefly mentions the two SPMMTs that are relevant to this thesis, when they are 
valuable, and why they are necessary. Some qualities of these and other SPMMTs include static 
versus dynamic SPM allocation, RTOS / ISR / message passing parameter SPM allocation, stack 
versus heap SPM allocation, and ACET versus WCET reduction. These qualities of SPMMTs 
will be covered in more detail in the Supporting Work Chapter. 
1.2.1 –The WCET and ACET Reduction Based SPM Management Techniques 
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For real-time (RT) systems, worst-case execution time (WCET) reduction is desirable to 
aid tasks in meeting their deadlines in the worst-case; however, for RT systems, it is also 
desirable to reduce average-case execution time (ACET) in order to achieve better task 
throughput. The WCET reduction based (WCETRB) SPMMT and ACET reduction based 
(ACETRB) SPMMT address conflicting needs [3,8,9]. While WCET reduction is desirable in 
order to prevent tasks from missing deadlines, ACET reduction is desirable in order to increase 
overall processing power. 
A majority of SPMMT research has focused on using SPM to reduce ACET, either 
statically (at compile-time) or dynamically (on-the-fly) [3,5,6,7,10,11]. This can be done either 
by using the access frequencies of variables obtained through profiling, or through analyses 
performed at compile time. Though the same profiling or compile time analysis can be used for 
WCET reduction SPMMTs, reducing WCET is more complex. This is because it involves 
looking at those variables that are accessed only along the worst-case path (WCP). Research into 
WCETRB SPMMTs includes [2,8,9,12]. 
 
1.3 – SCHEDULABILITY-DRIVEN ACETRB / WCETRB SWAP SPMMT 
The new SPMMT developed for this thesis is named “the schedulability-driven ACETRB 
/ WCETRB swap SPMMT (SDAWS SPMMT)”. Until now, no method has been proposed that 
takes advantage of both WCETRB and ACETRB SPM allocation (SPMA). This thesis certifies 
that, given certain RT task parameters (such as task memory usage versus total SPM size, AC 
path/WC path access overlap, etc.), it is possible for a single program to switch between static 
ACETRB and static WCETRB SPMAs according to real-time scheduling conditions. 
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This thesis performs ACETRB / WCETRB swapping in such a way that reduces overall 
execution time of tasks versus static WCET SPM allocation, while maintaining similar worst-
case task slack-time as static WCET SPM allocation. This is possible through task completion 
point and task scheduling point analysis. Task desired deadlines (% of task deadline time) and 
the SPMA swap time are incorporated into the algorithm that detects if an SPMA swap should be 
made. This work assumes that a 50% cache, 50% SPM memory architecture is utilized by the 
MCU. 
 
1.4 – TESTING SPM MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE PERFORMANCE 
A very small (minimalist) RTOS was developed for this thesis. This RTOS incorporates 
fixed priority task switching and automated timing analysis. In addition an SPMMT simulator 
was developed capable of testing the WCETRB, ACETRB, and SDAWS SPMMTs. The 
SPMMT simulator incorporates a task simulator that allows for worst-case and average-case 
cache block loads (CBLs), memory accesses, computations per memory access, and other task 
parameters to be specified. Notably, the simulator allows task periodicity and average-case path 
per worst-case path to be specified. 
The simulator was then run for each of a multitude of specified task scenarios, for each 
SPMMT. Task slack time (TST) and task execution time are used to measure SPMMT 
performance. Task slack time is the amount of time between when a task has completed 
execution and that task’s deadline time. Specifically, differences in ACET, WCET, worst-case 
TST, and average TST between the different SPMMTs are measured for each test scenario. 
These results are compared to published results for the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs.   
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1.5 –SPM MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE RESULTS 
Differences between SDAWS, ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMT performance are highly 
dependent upon system conditions. However, because SDAWS requires additional RTOS 
overhead in order to operate, some system conditions affect SDAWS performance but not 
ACETRB or WCETRB performance. Table 1 (below) summarizes the findings obtained for the  
SPMMTs under different simulated system conditions. 
Table 1: Summary of Findings 
System Conditions SPMMT SPMMT Performance 
Characterization 
High task frequency SDAWSs Weak performance due to high 
overhead 
Low task frequency SDAWS Strong performance due to low 
overhead 
High SPM Swap Time :WCET Ratio * SDAWS Weak performance due to high 
overhead 
Low SPM Swap Time :WCET Ratio * SDAWS Strong performance due to low 
overhead 
SPMST + PSAT *** < SDAWS’ WCET 
Improvement 
SDAWS SDAWS slack times > ACETRB 
slack times. * 
SPMST + PSAT *** > SDAWS’ WCET 
Improvement 
SDAWS SDAWS slack times < ACETRB 
slack times. SDAWS cannot be 
used for the RT system. * 
High Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
Percentage * 
SDAWS, WCETRB Strong slack time improvements 
versus ACETRB* 
Low Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
Percentage * 
SDAWS, WCETRB Weak slack time improvements 
versus ACETRB * 
Small / infrequent worst-case path 
execution 
ACETRB Strong average execution time 
reduction versus WCETRB* 
Large / frequent worst-case path 
execution 
ACETRB Weak average execution time 
reduction versus WCETRB* 
Large number of avertable cache block 
loads per execution path ** 
ACETRB, WCETRB, SDAWS Significant execution path 
reduction due to SPM allocation 
Small number of avertable cache block 
loads per execution path ** 
ACETRB, WCETRB, SDAWS Insignificant execution path 
reduction due to SPM allocation 
* See Chapter 5, section 5.1.1 
** See Chapter 5, section 5.3.2 
*** See Chapter 5, section 5.3.3 
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 This thesis shows that ACET reductions under the ACETRB SPMMT and WCET 
reductions under the WCETRB SPMMT range between 10% and 60% for the tested scenarios, 
where the amount of reduction is dependent upon the cache block load to execution time ratio. 
Due to WCET reductions, use of the WCETRB SPMMT results in a minimum of 10% reduction 
in worst-case processor utilization under tested heavily resource-constrained conditions. 
This thesis demonstrates that the SDAWS SPMMT performs marginally worse than the 
WCETRB SPMMT under aperiodic disturbance scenarios unless the SDAWS SPMA swap 
drastically affects performance. However, SDAWS can be used in conjunction with task 
scheduling point and completion point analysis, which requires additional overhead. For tasks 
with extremely small execution times relative to the completion point / scheduling point scan 
times, SDAWS cannot be used. Furthermore, for tasks with very large memory spaces relative to 
their execution times (in which SPM swap time is large relative o task execution times), SDAWS 
achieves worse performance than both WCETRB and ACETRB SPMA. However, for tasks with 
relatively small memory spaces (in which SPMA swap time is insignificant relative to task 
execution time) and for tasks with large execution times, SDAWS achieves roughly equivalent 
WCETs as WCETRB SPMA, with greatly improved ACETs. For systems dominated by large 
aperiodic disturbances, SDAWS shows reduced WCETs versus WCETRB SPMA; while for 
systems dominated by very small aperiodic disturbances, WCETRB SPMA shows reduced 
WCETs. 
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CHAPTER 2 – PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Despite often having strict (hard) deadline requirements, real-time systems often run 
tasks with scaling (soft) deadline requirements. The WCETRB SPMMT increases a task’s ability 
to meet hard deadlines in the worst-case [7], while the ACETRB SPMMT increases overall 
system performance, granting tasks with soft deadline requirements additional processor time 
[2]. For systems with both hard and soft task types, the problem remains: how does an engineer 
choose between ACET or WCET reduction?  
It is often desirable to complete such soft tasks as soon as possible, though a later 
completion time is acceptable [2]. One example of this scenario might be data transfer over 
Ethernet for an online console game. While there is an acceptable lag tolerance, it is desirable to 
handle network communication tasks as quickly as possible in order to provide the user with an 
optimal experience. In this scenario, WCET is important, because there is a hard real-time 
deadline associated with tasks; but, ACET is important as well, because reducing the ACET of 
network tasks will result in a better user experience. For applications such as this one, it is 
desirable to obtain the advantages of both the ACETRB and the WCETRB SPMMT. Another 
example of a scenario in which it is advantageous to reduce both ACET and WCET would be a 
system that has tasks with hard deadlines, but in which idle time is utilized to perform system 
maintenance and diagnostics. Reduced ACET results in increased idle time, while reduced 
WCET leads to increased ability to meet task deadlines. 
A large number of embedded applications are data-driven [2], so it is valuable to 
investigate the effects of SPM allocation on these kinds of systems. However, for these systems, 
in order to determine the optimal SPM allocation, all data must be considered, including those 
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required by RTOS overhead (interrupt handlers, task switching, scheduling, memory 
management, error checking, etc). Furthermore, for RTOSes that run aperiodic tasks that share 
heap variables with periodic tasks, the lifetime of heap variables depends on what tasks are 
running. The RTOS itself may introduce considerable overhead due to task scheduling, context 
switching, memory management between tasks, communication between tasks, etc. For these 
systems, any aperiodic events will upset the performance of the system if SPM does not have 
allocated to it variables associated with aperiodic events that may occur. Aperiodic events may 
originate from the RTOS, (in the form of garbage collection routines, status update routines, etc). 
Furthermore, aperiodic events may also be caused by aperiodic tasks. Any complete SPM 
allocation strategy for data-driven real-time systems should include analysis of all aperiodic 
events, and the worst-case combinations of aperiodic events that can occur. 
The simplest answer – to the question of WCET reduction versus ACET reduction – is to 
choose WCET reduction only when it is necessary in order for tasks to meet their deadlines in 
the worst-case; however, it is not the best answer. This is because, for systems that are barely 
schedulable under the ACETRB SPMMT in the worst-case, it may be desirable to use the 
WCETRB SPMMT in order to ensure schedulability, especially as development continues and 
task execution times are expanded. Furthermore, for systems that need WCETRB SPMA in order 
to meet task deadlines, this may only be true in a worst-case task stack-up scenario. In many 
cases, the worst-case task stack-up may rarely occur. For systems like these,  overall 
performance could be increased either by selective ACETRB or WCETRB SPMA on a task by 
task basis, or by dynamic reallocation of SPM according to task schedulability. This thesis takes 
the latter approach to solving the problem of ACETRB versus WCETRB SPMMT selection, 
through the use of a schedulability-driven ACETRB / WCETRB swap (SDAWS). 
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2.1 – PROBLEMS WITH THE WCETRB SPMMT 
The WCET for tasks often occurs during the worst-case task stack-up for a real-time 
system [7]. Here one may envision the scenario that an RT system is running normally, but then 
suddenly receives 50 Ethernet packets that all need to be processed as soon as possible. In this 
scenario, the execution time for the normal priority tasks is greatly increased because they will 
have to wait for some Ethernet packets to be handled before they get to run, (regardless of the 
scheduling method or SPMMT used). In this scenario, confidence that the normal tasks will meet 
their hard deadlines is diminished.  
Intuitively, use of a WCETRB SPMMT seems necessary to ensure that tasks meet their 
deadlines in a worst-case scenario, while, in the general case, tasks may be able to meet their 
deadlines under the ACETRB SPMMT. However, the WCETRB SPMMT may actually increase 
the WCET of tasks versus the ACETRB SPMMT in this scenario [8]. This is because increased 
task ACET (under WCETRB SPMA) may lead to a worst-case task stack-up that is significantly 
worse than the worst-case task stack-up under ACETRB SPMA. If ACET is increased, aperiodic 
task dominance (ex: 50 Ethernet packets to process) will cause greater disturbance for WCETRB 
SPMA than ACETRB SPMA if a majority of the execution time spent running the aperiodic 
tasks is spent running AC paths and not WC paths (which is generally the case) [29]. If all of the 
aperiodic tasks could execute according to WC paths, WCETRB may be justifiable, but this is 
generally not the case in a real scenario. If a scenario with a very large number of aperiodic tasks 
occurring simultaneously such as this one can occur on a system, WCETRB SPMA will worsen 
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worst-case task stack-up versus ACETRB SPMA, which means that WCETRB SPMA may fail 
to achieve its goal of reducing WCET. 
 
2.2 – THE SOLUTION: ADVANTAGES OF THE SDAWS SPMMT 
In order to mitigate the damage that may be caused by a worst-case task stack-up due to 
aperiodic disturbances or otherwise under the WCETRB SPMMT, this thesis employs the 
schedulability-driven ACETRB / WCETRB swapping (SDAWS) SPMMT. Schedulability-
driven SPMA swapping allows the RTOS to determine when WCETRB SPMA is necessary in 
order to ensure that takes meet their deadlines (or a percentage of the deadlines). Furthermore, 
SDAWS reduces worst-case task stack-up through employing ACETRB in the general case. In 
the previous Ethernet packet example, had SDAWS been employed, fewer tasks would have 
been running on the processor when the Ethernet packets came in. Furthermore, so long as the 
Ethernet packets operate according to high priorities, they will block any other real-time tasks 
from executing. Under SDAWS, the Ethernet packets could be processed according to ACETRB 
SPMA until a new task is scheduled that would not be able to meet its desired deadline. 
 
2.3 – PROBLEMS OF SPMMT ANALYSIS 
Most prior research has approached the SPM allocation problem from the angle of a non-
preemptive, single-threaded application [3,6,7,8,9]. This prior research assumes that only one 
task is running at a time, and that the overhead incurred by the RTOS is insignificant. However, 
in data-driven systems, where the flow of data is often non-deterministic, these assumptions 
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cannot be made. No prior research has tested the performance of the WCETRB SPMMT under 
aperiodic disturbance scenarios (prior research has only run individual task instance simulations 
[7]). Furthermore, while prior research has tested the ACETRB SPMMT under aperiodic 
disturbance scenarios [2], no research has directly compared the performance of the ACETRB 
SPMMT and the WCETRB SPMMT under either individual task or multitask benchmarks. 
Additionally, because it must be managed by software, reallocation of variables into and out of 
SPM at runtime is generally ineffective, as it eats up processor time [2]. Therefore, dynamic 
SPMA has not been tested as much as static SPMA. Though dynamic SPMA has been 
investigated [4, 23], dynamic SPMA via mode swapping – the dynamic method employed by this 
thesis – has not been researched thoroughly prior to this thesis. This thesis solves these problems 
by testing WCETRB SPMA under multitask scenarios, comparing WCETRB SPMA and 
ACETRB SPMA for identical benchmarks, and providing dynamic SPMMT results for the 
SDAWS SPMMT. 
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CHAPTER 3 – SUPPORTING WORK 
Scratchpad memory (SPM) has been around for a long time, and researchers have 
approached the problem of finding an optimal use of it in different ways from several angles. 
Some of the problems addressed include the tradeoff between cache and SPM [7,15,16], code 
versus data in SPM [7,16], static versus dynamic allocation of SPM [1,2,3,4], stack versus heap 
variables in SPM [7,16], and particular metrics versus overall speedup [1,2,3,8,9]. Moreover, 
SPM is often used in addition to cache in embedded systems because SPM occupies less area by 
34%, and consumes less power by 40% versus cache [15]. 
This Chapter reviews existing SPM management techniques (SPMMTs) and analyses that 
are relevant to the development of a schedulability-driven SPMMT. In particular, this Chapter 
reviews average-case execution-time (ACET) driven and worst-case execution-time (WCET) 
driven SPMMTs, including the advantages and disadvantages of each. Furthermore, this Chapter 
reviews differences between types of real-time (RT) systems that must be taken into account 
when determining how to allocate SPM including pre-emption, system size, processor utilization, 
aperiodic disturbance event frequency, task schedulability, and other metrics. In particular, 
research by various authors into schedulability analysis and cache analysis is analyzed. To 
support this end, this Chapter reviews SPM management techniques employed by Lutron 
Electronics Co., Inc. as a real system example. 
 
3.1 – THE ACET REDUCTION-BASED SPMMT 
A large amount of the research that has been done has focused on determining an ideal 
mathematical procedure for allocating stack and heap variables into SPM in order to reduce the 
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average-case execution-time of individual tasks (ACET) [3,6]). Other research has focused on 
reducing ACET for real systems with multiple tasks running [1,2,7]. Experiments performed on 
individual tasks provide only a partial picture of the SPM management problem, as it needs also 
to account for task priority and length. For instance, a system with five tasks of varying lengths, 
sizes, and periodicities should not allocate an equal amount of SPM to each task. Rather, in order 
to maximize overall system ACET reduction, each task should have allocated to it an amount of 
SPM relative to the average percentage of processor utilization time that it receives (before any 
SPMMT has been applied). 
3.1.1 – ACET Reduction-Based SPMMT: Allocation Methods 
Following other trends, the majority of research into SPM allocation over the past ten 
years has focused on techniques that can be employed by the compiler [1,2,3,5,7,8,11,12]. 
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) is the most common approach that could be employed by a 
compiler [1,2,3,7,11,12]. However, in industry SPM allocation is generally performed either 
through code inspection, which is highly discouraged by researchers, or through hardware-based 
or software-based memory access profiling. Figure 1 shows the process flow for hardware and 
software-based profiling of data for ACET reduction-based SPM allocation generation. 
 
Figure 1: ACET Reduction-Based SPM Allocation: Method Flow 
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3.1.1.1 –ACET Reduction-Based Allocation Method: Integer Linear Programming 
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) is a mathematical technique that may be employed to 
measure data flow through a program. Using ILP, the number of memory accesses for each 
variable in a program is recorded, and those variables with the largest number of accesses are 
allocated into SPM. Many studies have used ILP to allocate data into SPM statically at compile 
time, and have achieved measurable improvements over cache-only solutions in several instances 
[1,2,3,7]. 
3.1.1.1 – ACET Reduction-Based Allocation Method: Anticipated Average-Case Profiling 
A large number of studies have used simulations [1,2,3,6] rather than actual runtime 
results to show performance gains, or have investigated only non-preemptive systems where the 
number of possible flows through the program is easy to determine. However, for pre-emptive 
systems, a combination of ILP and explicit examination of the average number of variable 
accesses through profiling allow the engineer to determine which variables ought to be placed in 
SPM to maximize ACET reduction for a given task running according to a fixed set of 
anticipated runtime scenarios. 
Moreover, profiling is solely sufficient for determining any SPM allocation [19,23]. 
Though a large amount of research has sought to develop a compiler that automatically allocates 
variables into SPM, this approach is inherently flawed, because, for a program with multiple 
conditional branches, input conditions, and paths through the code, the compiler cannot predict 
which path is the most common, the least common, etc. These compilers need to “guess” what 
the average path through the code is.  
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Figure 2: SPM Allocation Via Profiling [19] 
Figure 2 describes the profiling architecture used in [19]. In this architecture, simulations 
are run while profiling is performed. Filters are applied to count relevant data accesses, and 
partitioning algorithms are applied on the relevant profiled data sets (e.g. ACETRB or 
WCETRB). [19] discusses use of hardware to perform profiling automatically, though explicit 
(manual) profiling could be used as well through debugger tools suites. Profiling measures 
variable accesses at run-time rather than at compile time and therefore provides the most 
accurate average-case memory access counts. Simulations may be used by development tools to 
measure access frequencies at run time. Running a program under expected conditions, while 
performing profiling, will provide the programmer with a list of variables that were accessed the 
most frequently under the tested conditions. These conditions can be real or simulated. 
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3.1.2 – Some ACET Reduction-Based SPMMT Results 
The results displayed in this section represent only a small portion of previous research 
into ACET reduction-based SPMMTs. P. R. Panda [3] demonstrates the performance in terms of 
number of accesses and number of cycles (time) of various allocation methods, including 
Panda’s approach is an ACET reduction-based approach that uses ILP to determine which 
variables to place into SPM (SRAM). In particular, type A incorporates only SRAM and no 
cache (using Panda’s ILP ACET reduction-based approach). Type B incorporates cache only. 
Type C places random variables in SPM (SRAM) and uses half cache and half SPM. Type D 
uses half cache and half SRAM but allocates variables into SRAM according to Panda’s method. 
It is important to note that the use of different processor benchmarks results in widely 
varying results between experiments. It should also be noted that performance is inversely 
proportional to the number of cycles. Each benchmark program runs only a single task. As the 
source code for these benchmarks is unavailable, interpretation of performance depends upon 
text descriptions of each benchmark. Therefore, a brief description of each benchmark is 
provided below. 
1. SOR and DHRC Benchmarks 
a. The smallest number of variables / memory size 
b. A large number of common variables with much higher access frequency than 
other variables (in SPM) 
2. Matrix Multiplication Benchmark 
a. A very large amount of memory 
b. Shared memory workspace in SPM 
3. Dequant and IDCT Benchmarks 
a. A small amount of memory 
b. A widely distributed memory-space causing additional cache block loads 
c. A large number of common variables with much higher access frequency than 
other variables (in SPM) 
4. Fast Fourier Transform  and Beamformer Benchmarks 
a. A streamlined memory-space reducing additional cache block loads 
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b. A large number of common variables with much higher access frequency than 
other variables (in SPM) 
 
 
Figure 3 – Multiple Benchmarks – Normalized Processor Cycles [3] 
 
Figure 4 – Beamformer Benchmark – Accesses and Cycles [3] 
Figure 3 shows the results of several benchmark tests. The first thing one notices from 
examining figure 3 is that the ACET reduction-based SPMMT performs better than any other 
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memory type tested for the given benchmarks. The reason for this is clear. These benchmarks all 
perform streamlined mathematical operations for which there exists an operating memory space 
that is continuously in use by the processor. When the memory in continuous use is loaded into 
SPM, speedup is achieved through averted cache block loads. Thus, these benchmarks are 
tailored to indicate cases where SPM use is valuable. Note that the SRAM-only case performs 
better than the cache-only case for four out of seven benchmarks (SOR, DHRC, Dequant, and 
IDCT). This is because, for these benchmarks, the vast majority of memory needed can be fit 
into SPM (the benchmarks contain fewer variables). Furthermore, for two of the remaining four 
examples (Matrix Mult and FFT), the random SPM allocation strategy combined with some 
cache performs as well or nearly as well as the cache-only solution. This is because, for these 
examples, the access frequency for variables is relatively even, (i.e.: there is little advantage to 
allocating one variable into SPM over another). 
Therefore, the Beamformer benchmark (figure 4) best indicates the performance of P. R. 
Panda’s ACET reduction-based SPMMT, because the operation is large enough to prevent all of 
the variables from being put into SPM, and distributed enough to eliminate the possibility of a 
single operational space that could continuously exist in SPM. In figure 4, the difference in 
SRAM accesses between the random distribution and the ACET reduction-based SPMMT 
distribution indicates the effectiveness of Panda’s technique [3]. For this benchmark, the ACET 
reduction-based SPMMT provides significant benefit over a random SPM distribution because 
the memory size is large enough and the variable access frequency varies enough to give a 
significant advantage to the SPMMT that selectively chooses variable to place in SPM according 
to access frequency. 
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3.2 – THE WCET REDUCTION-BASED SPMMT 
Nearly all of the techniques applied to allocating data into SPM, including those that 
allocate SPM dynamically at run-time, and those that use procedures other than ILP to allocate 
data, have attempted to reduce only the ACET of tasks [2,3,5,6,7,10,11]; however, in hard real-
time systems, improving the worst-case execution-time (WCET) of tasks is generally equally or 
more important [7,8], as these systems must ensure that all tasks will meet their deadlines in the 
worst-case. Because of data dependencies, determining the worst-case execution path through a 
section of code can occasionally be unfeasible; therefore, these techniques employ strategies to 
estimate the WCET of the unfeasible paths. Several studies have investigated WCET-based SPM 
allocation [2,8,9,12]. 
3.3.1 – WCET Reduction-Based SPMMT: Allocation Methods 
The primary difficulty with reducing the WCET is that, for two possible worst-case paths 
with similar execution times, allocation of the worst path’s variables into SPM may cause the 
other path to dominate the WCET, and so the WCET reduction is only equal to the old WCET 
minus the new WCET, rather than the reduction in execution time of the original worst-case path 
[12]. Therefore, all WCET reduction-based SPM allocation methods must be iterative. That is, 
they must allocate SPM slices, see which path is the worst after the slices have been allocated, 
and then allocate new SPM slices (as illustrated in figure 5). Each SPM slice consists of the 
memory elements in the worst-case path that have the highest access frequencies. 
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Figure 5: WCET Reduction-Based SPM Allocation: Method Flow 
[8] has identified static memory allocation techniques for allocating data into SPM 
according to worst-case execution time (WCET). The authors used three methods of compiler-
based allocation: using ILP, using a “Greedy” approach, and using a branch and bound approach. 
Execution path prediction and memory access counting vary depending on which of these 
compiler-based methods are used. 
3.3.1.1 – WCET Reduction-Based Allocation Method: Integer Linear Programming 
The ILP approach utilizes the same ILP method described in 3.1.1, with the exception 
that only those variables that reside along the worst-case execution path are considered [8]. 
However, the ILP approach always overestimates the length of the worst-case path, because it 
does not take into account combinations of conditional branches that will never occur at the same 
time. This is because the longest possible path through the code from the compiler’s perspective 
is not necessarily the longest possible path that may occur in the code. Moreover, the longest 
possible path through the code may never actually occur in a data-driven system that processes 
one input at a time. These systems often contain failsafe code to consider a case that may never 
occur, and in this instance the ILP approach would allocate variables into SPM according to this 
case that may never occur. 
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3.3.1.2 – WCET Reduction-Based Allocation Method: Branch and Bound 
To achieve a more ideal allocation than the ILP approach, the branch and bound approach 
is employed to prevent overestimation because of impossible path combinations [8]. This 
technique employs a lot of computational power to determine, for each variable, the maximum 
contribution of that variable along any path of execution. Variables with the largest maximum 
contributions are moved into SPM. The branch and bound method is shown to achieve optimal 
SPM allocation for WCET reduction for the benchmark programs on which it is run. 
3.3.1.3 – WCET Reduction-Based Allocation Method: “Greedy” 
The third method (“Greedy”) is a compromise approach, aimed at reducing the 
computation time required to determine SPM allocation. It does not guarantee optimal WCET 
reduction, but is shown in [8] to achieve very similar results to the branch and bound approach. 
The “greedy” method is applied by determining the second-worst execution path, and allocating 
the variable in it that has the most calls into SPM. Then, the new second-worst execution path is 
determined, and the process is repeated until SPM is full. 
3.3.1.4 – WCET Reduction-Based Allocation Method: Anticipated Worst-Case Profiling 
Though the branch and bound and “greedy” compiler-based approaches to WCET 
reduction-based allocation are able to determine the longest possible paths through code, and the 
paths which would take the longest time to execute, they are inherently limited. This is because 
compilers are unable to know the expected use-cases for tasks or combinations of tasks that may 
be run simultaneously for any system [7].  
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As is the case with ACET reduction-based SPM allocation, profiling can be used to 
determine the optimal set of parameters to place in SPM for any testable scenario or set of 
scenarios [19,23]. The worst-case execution paths for tested tasks are evaluated either by running 
the tasks under real conditions and evaluating only task instances that take the longest time, or by 
simulating worst-case input combinations.  
In RT and embedded systems, it is frequently the case that if all tasks were scheduled to 
run simultaneously according to their WCETs, the system would be unschedulable. Therefore, 
worst-case profiling that measures the number of parameter accesses under a defined set of 
anticipated worst-case conditions provides a more accurate WCET-based SPM allocation than 
any compiler-based approach [19,23]. As stated earlier, however, explicit profiling does require a 
significant time investment, and will need to be performed repeatedly as modifications are made 
to existing code. Hardware-based profiling such as that described in [19] requires specific 
hardware to be developed and used for profiling and therefore cannot always be performed. 
3.3.2 – Some WCET Reduction-Based SPMMT Results 
The results displayed in this section represent only a small portion of prior research into 
WCET reduction-based SPMMTs. In [8], the authors compare ILP, branch and bound, and 
greedy WCET allocation methods according to a WCET estimator that was developed for the 
purpose of evaluating these methods. The WCET estimator evaluates SPM allocations according 
to different benchmark programs. It should be noted that each benchmark program runs only a 
single task.  
However, unlike Panda’s benchmarks, the benchmark programs used in [8] differ 
dramatically from one another in terms of the amount of memory used by each program. This is 
 because the cases in which WCET
solutions is greater than the number of cases in which ACET
ACET over cache-only solutions. 
not WCET. Therefore, [8] does not test each WCET
SPM / cache combinations or other SPMMTs. Instead, th
ratio of SPM and cache is utilized, as this is the most common and generally the most effective 
mixture of memory types employed on embedded chips
benchmark programs is not provided, 
benchmark programs. 
Table 2 
The difficulty with table 2
per array, or per data memory element in general. 
know how many accesses are occurring in SPM, and how many 
avoided according to each WCET
that differences in WCET between each allocation method result from reductions in worst
CBLs according to variable access frequency.
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-based SPMMTs grant reduced WCET over cache
-based SPMMTs grant reduced 
Fundamentally, the purpose of cache is to reduce ACET, and 
-based SPM allocation method against other 
e WCET estimator assumes that a 1:1 
 [2]. Because the source code for these 
table 2 that follows is used to indicate differences between 
– WCET Benchmark Parameters for [8] 
 is that it does not indicate the number of accesses per scalar, 
Consequently, it is impossible for the reader to 
cache block loads (CBLs) are 
-based SPM allocation method. Regardless, it can be assumed 
 
-only 
 
-case 
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Figure 6 – WCET Benchmarks and Allocation Method Performance for [8] 
Figure 6 shows the results of each of the WCET reduction-base compiler SPM allocation 
methods according to six different benchmarks. In figure 6, the black bars indicate estimated 
WCET according to a cache-only solution. The three sets of bars indicate estimates taking into 
account SPM that is 5%, 10%, and 20% of the size of the total amount of memory needed by the 
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program. Note that in every case the cache-only WCET exceeds the WCET-based SPM WCET 
by a large margin. This is expected due to the ACET-reducing nature of cache. 
In each of these benchmark experiments, the branch and bound technique performs just 
as well as or better than the “greedy” and ILP approaches.  The ILP approach performs roughly 
equivalently to the other two for the benchmarks where there is not a significant difference 
between the WCET estimate with infeasibility paths included and the WCET estimate without 
infeasibility paths included. This is because the ILP approach includes infeasible paths in its 
SPM allocation. The ILP approach performs significantly worse than the other two methods for 
the “Susan” benchmark, in which there is a significant difference between including and 
excluding infeasibility paths. In the cases where the greedy approach performs worse than the 
branch and bound approach, this is because there is a significant enough difference between the 
second worst and worst execution paths such that the worst-case path does not receive as much 
SPM allocation as it would under branch and bound [8]. This occurs because allocation of 
variables in the second worst path into SPM results in new worst-case paths. In the cases where 
the greedy approach performs as well as the branch and bound approach, this occurs because 
there exists very little difference between the worst-case and second worst execution paths, such 
that nearly every time the WCET is estimated, a new second worst execution path is determined 
and optimized by the greedy algorithm. 
 
3.3 – SCRATCHPAD MEMORY VERSUS cache 
Other research has investigated the tradeoff between using cache only, SPM only, and a 
mixture of SPM and cache, using ILP type allocation of data into SPM [1, 2, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 
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21, 22]. A large amount of research has focused on hardware-controlled caches versus software-
controlled caches via SPM [24, 25, 26, 27], on optimal combinations of cache and SPM [7, 15] 
and on determining the conditions under which each of these types of on-chip memory 
components provides greater benefit over the others.  
Cache is widely used in a majority of micro-controllers today. While many of these 
micro-controllers incorporate SPM, many more do not. This section touches on each area of 
study without going into a great amount of detail for any one of them. This is because the intent 
of this section is merely to illuminate the strengths and weaknesses of each type of on-chip 
memory in order to identify the types of RT systems that benefit from SPM use. The 
effectiveness of SPM versus cache depends heavily upon whether SPM is allocated at compile 
time (statically) or at run time (dynamically). 
3.3.1 – Cache-Only Solutions Versus Static SPM Allocation 
For general purpose applications in which programmers do not have additional time to 
invest in optimally allocating available SPM, cache-only solutions are widely preferred. This is 
because it can take a great deal of development time to determine which SPMMT to use, how to 
partition SPM, etc. There exist many circumstances in which cache-only solutions out-perform 
any SPM-only or SPM / cache combinations for any static SPMMT, in terms of ACET 
reduction. These circumstances occur whenever two conditions are met. The first condition is 
that system variables or shared task variables are not accessed frequently enough such that they 
would reside in cache 100% of the time. The second condition is that a small subset of repeating 
tasks requires the use of all of the system cache. In this type of scenario, statically allocated SPM 
provides very little benefit because, if the same data were allocated into cache in the form of 
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cache blocks, it would be replaced by cache blocks with greater access frequencies a majority of 
the time.  
Cache-only solutions are limited according to cache block sizes, and therefore do not 
perform as well as cache / SPM combinations in many common circumstances [3, 8]. In cases 
where global variables used by common functions are spread over a large area of code space, 
cache block loads (CBLs) may result in a large amount of unnecessary data being pulled into 
cache. This occurs most often when, for a single task, a large number of function calls are made 
which cause the PC to jump between many different disjointed code segments (spaghetti code).  
Though compilers generally attempt to fit variables in memory such that CBLs are 
minimized, it is generally impossible to minimize CBLs for every scenario. Furthermore, 
compilers generally cannot know or anticipate runtime scenarios or flows through code, and have 
to guess. Guessing may result in a variable structure optimized to reduce CBLs for uncommon 
scenarios, particularly in the case of data-driven systems where many tasks may run 
aperiodically, infrequently, or not at all under standard conditions. 
A cache-only system would perform better than statically allocated SPM / cache 
combination in this scenario – when the optimal on-chip memory solution is highly dynamic 
(i.e.: when data must be swapped into and out of on-chip memory at a high frequency relative to 
the periodicity of system tasks). This is because studies have shown that hardware-controlled 
caches perform equal to or better than static SPM allocation under a vast majority of cases [27]. 
This can be mitigated if dynamic memory allocation (DMA) is used (see Chapter 6), but only 
under certain circumstances. 
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3.3.2 – SPM-Only Solutions and Dynamic SPM Management 
SPM can be found in the majority of small and medium size microcontrollers. In many 
very small applications SPM serves as main memory; however, for a majority of large RT 
systems, main memory must be off-chip. SPM-only solutions are common on very small 
microcontrollers in which the intent is for all of main memory to be located in SPM. Further, 
SPM consumes less power than cache and is often used in place of cache for this reason [15]. 
SPM-only solutions using dynamic SPM allocation are difficult to compare to cache-only 
solutions. Dynamic SPMMTs are required, and are difficult to implement, making dynamic SPM 
management less common than static management. Dynamic SPM management can involve 
either paging-based SPM management in which large memory blocks are occasionally moved 
into and out of SPM via DMA, mode-based SPM management in which memory blocks are 
moved into and out of SPM according to system-defined transition parameters (such as when 
tasks are complete or are scheduled to run on the processor), or software-controlled caches [27]. 
The first two of these types of Dynamic SPM management involve mixed cache/SPM solutions, 
and are able to achieve better performance than non-avertable cache-only solutions [15].  
Software-controlled cache solutions using SPM can involve either SPM-only hardware or 
a mixture of SPM and cache. A large amount of research over the past ten years has targeted 
software-based caching versus hardware-based cache [24, 25, 26, 27]. In general, hardware-
based cache grants more consistent performance. However, SPM-only solutions can benefit from 
static and certain dynamic SPM allocation used conjointly with software-based caching. Further, 
software-based caching methods using SPM can target factors that cannot be predicted by 
hardware (such as task repetition frequency, algorithm characteristics, RTOS features, etc).  
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Existing work identifies software-caching techniques that perform better than hardware-
based cache under a variety of scenarios [24, 25, 26, 27]. This is due to the limitation of CBL 
sizes (loading unnecessary data) and the fact that hardware caches generally wait until memory is 
accessed before performing CBLs. Though pre-fetching can be used to mitigate the latter 
disadvantage, algorithms have been developed that can grant software caching an advantage in 
this area [27].  
3.3.3 – A Mixture of SPM and Cache 
Ignoring software-controlled caches, studies have shown [7, 15] for most benchmark 
programs that a mixture of cache and SPM is preferable to an SPM-only solution. This is 
because of the fact that variables accessed along rare or uncommon paths will never be moved 
into fast memory for the SPM-only solutions, leading to repeated large memory access times for 
worst-case paths. Research has shown that cache block size plays a large role in the effectiveness 
of cache. The fact that ideal cache block sizes may vary dramatically for different real-time 
programs is another reason why some amount of SPM is often preferred over cache-only 
solutions. 
In general, embedded developers prefer the use of some SPM in place of additional cache 
due to the flexibility SPM provides [7]. Specifically, RT systems benefit from SPM insofar as it 
allows task WCETs to be either partially or completely guaranteed not to exceed a given 
execution time. Cache adds uncertainty, as it is extremely difficult to predict what will and will 
not be loaded into cache at any given point in time. However, some cache is generally required 
in order to ensure fast handling of uncommon  data paths or ones which require a majority of 
system resources. 
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3.4 – RTOS / SYSTEM-DEPENDENT SPM ALLOCATION 
SPM allocation may be employed for RTOS parameters for several reasons. It may be 
employed to guarantee minimal RTOS overhead, to guarantee fast communication times between 
tasks, to guarantee fast external data latching (such as Ethernet or serial data), etc. This section 
reviews only the three RTOS-dependent SPM allocation criteria that are relevant to this thesis.  
Specifically, this section covers stack versus heap SPM allocation because this thesis 
targets heap SPM allocation. This section covers preemption versus non-preemption because this 
thesis targets non-preemptive SPM allocation applications. Further, this section covers static 
versus dynamic SPM allocation because this thesis proposes a method of dynamic SPM 
allocation (the schedulability-based approach) and contrasts it against static SPM allocation 
approaches (ACET reduction-based and WCET reduction-based). 
3.4.1 – Stack Versus Heap SPM Allocation 
Some research over the past ten years has targeted differences between allocation of task 
/ system / interrupt stacks in SPM and allocation of global (heap) variables in SPM [17, 20]. In 
large part, these allocation approaches are case-specific. That is, some systems benefit more from 
stack allocation in SPM  than from heap allocation in SPM, while others benefit more from heap 
allocation. 
Research done into stack versus heap SPM allocation assumes that a mixed SPM and 
cache (50/50) memory structure is used [17, 20]. Therefore, whether stack or heap data ought to 
be placed in SPM in order to reduce task / system / RTOS ACETs or WCETs depends upon two 
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things: the number of cache block loads (CBLs) that are avoided via SPM, and the amount of 
wasteful data per CBL that is avoided via SPM. If task stacks are continuously being loaded / 
reloaded into cache (as is often the case in preemptive RTOSes), and much of the stacks that are 
loaded into cache is not used (i.e.: stacks never exceed more than a certain percentage of their 
maximum size), then it is generally more beneficial to place task stacks in SPM [20]. 
Alternatively, if there is only one task / system stack (as in the case of most non-preemptive 
RTOSes), or if the system relies on shared accesses to global memory that would most likely 
result in several cache blocks never being replaced, then it is better to store heap data in SPM 
[17]. 
Some researchers and engineers in the industry have concluded that the best solution is a 
mixed one in which either part or most of the task / system stacks are located in SPM along with 
global variables according to an ACET-based or WCET-based SPMMT [16]. The size / number 
of system or task stacks that are located in SPM depends upon the speedup desired. If ACET 
reduction is desired, average-case stack sizes may be placed in SPM in order to free space for 
additional ACET reduction-based SPMMT global variable allocation. If WCET reduction is 
desired, the entire task stack / interrupt stack / system stack may be loaded into SPM in order to 
eliminate additional stack-based CBLs for worst-case data paths. 
3.4.1.1 – Mixed Stack and Heap SPMMT: Real System Example 
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. is an independently owned and operated electronics company 
located in Coopersburg, PA. It designs and manufactures light dimmers, home and commercial 
lighting control systems, and automatically controlled shades. Lutron’s commercial office 
building systems need to be designed in order to accommodate worst-case (simultaneous) use of 
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lighting control devices. Therefore SPM management is employed to improve worst-case 
handling of communication processing tasks. 
Lutron’s largest commercial lighting system involves a multitude of lighting and control 
devices (switches, dimmers, light-level sensors, etc.) controlled by a central processor. The 
central processor contains a database of light levels, shade positions, occupancy levels, etc. for 
different spaces within the building in which the system is installed. The central processor 
receives command signals from different types of control devices, uses the database to determine 
the appropriate response, and then sends command signals to the lighting or shade devices that 
must respond, all via wired communications. 
The central processor incorporates a 32-bit microcontroller that runs the database, 
communication, and data-processing software. This 32-bit microcontroller contains both cache 
and SPM in the form of on-chip SRAM. The custom RTOS that runs on this central processor is 
preemptive; therefore, each task that runs on the central processor possesses its own stack. 
Furthermore, each stack is large enough to accommodate the worst-case data path for its 
corresponding task.  
As a consumer electronics company, Lutron has an interest in improving the efficiency of 
the software running on this central processor so that new hardware does not need to be designed 
as code size / data processing needs expand. Therefore, the author of this thesis performed SPM 
management research and optimizations for the central processor. A large part of this research 
involved investigating how SPM was utilized at the time and determining ways in which SPM 
could be used more effectively. In particular, testing was performed in order to determine 
whether placing task stacks into SPM would result in greater task WCET / ACET performance 
than placing global variables into SPM.  
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Testing was performed using a system incorporating a few central processors connected 
to a large number of switch-type devices that would simulate a system stressed to maximum 
command-handling capacity, dubbed the “clickety-clackety wall” due to the noise it made while 
operating. Using this test system, it was determined that due to the nature of the software running 
on the RTOS (large number of periodic and aperiodic tasks, large number of context switches per 
task instance, very large amount of global memory for communications, etc), a far greater benefit 
would be achieved through the allocation of task stacks into SPM than through the allocation of 
global memory alone. 
After meetings with fellow engineers, it was agreed that several task stacks ought to be 
moved entirely into SPM in order to reduce the WCET of those tasks. The decision to move 
stacks into SPM was made in order to ensure that those tasks would not slow the system too 
much in the event of a worst-case execution. Further, the tasks that had their stacks moved 
entirely into SPM had a fairly large worst-case execution to average-case frequency. That is, 
these tasks ran according to their worst-case data path often due to communications handling. 
Additionally, the interrupt stack was moved into SPM in order to reduce interrupt service times 
(resulting in a large amount of speed-up due to the frequency of interrupt service routines). 
Furthermore, it was decided that several RTOS global (heap) parameters would be 
allocated in SPM in order to reduce context switch time (ACET reduction). Additionally, a small 
amount of SPM was allocated for message passing parameters ensuring fast communication 
between interrupts and tasks. The message passing parameters were placed in SPM in order to 
ensure safe operation in the event of a worst-case interrupt stack-up or worst-case data handling 
scenario. 
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Moreover, after a large amount of trial and error and a significant amount of research, the 
memory placed in SPM resulted in a reduced ACET for tasks with non-critical deadlines, and a 
significantly reduced WCET for tasks with critical deadlines. Though it was impossible to know 
for certain whether the best SPM allocation was employed, the project was a definite success. 
After SPM allocation was completed, very thorough testing was performed in order to ensure the 
safe operation of all system structures that had parameters taken from SPM and placed in main 
memory. Further testing was performed on other test systems in order to ensure robust operation 
of software affected by the new SPM allocation. 
3.4.1.2 – Mixed Stack and Heap SPMMT: Results 
Results of the SPM allocation were measured using a set of timing analysis tools that 
were built into the RTOS in order to measure the average and worst-case execution times for 
tasks in the system. Timing was measured both before and after each of the stages of the SPM 
reallocation. The four stages timed include the pre-reallocation stage (Original), the initial 
reallocation stage (Rev 1),  interrupt-stack and RTOS parameter reallocation stage (Rev 2), and 
post-project point in time after several new features had been added to the system (6/23/2010). 
Additionally, idle time was measured at each stage in order to measure overall system speedup.  
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the WCET of tasks before and after various stages of static stack 
allocation into SPM. The last bar for each graph (quantum trunk) shows WCET performance 
after additional code was added to the system, while the SPM allocation remained identical to 
that of bar three (dedicated interrupt stack). 
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Figure 7 – Idle Runtime in Seconds over a Five Minute Period 
 
Figure 8 – Core RTOS Event Handling Task WCET in microseconds 
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Figure 9 – Example Task ACET – Task Stack Moved into SPM in Rev 2 
Figure 7 shows idle time increase due to the SPMMT employed. Figures 8 and 9 show 
task WCET reduction for two key communication handling tasks. The SPMMT employed for the 
software running on the central processor of the lighting control system resulted in an 
approximate 50% ACET reduction and an approximate 60% WCET reduction for tasks that had 
their stacks moved into SPM (figures 8 and 9). For tasks that did not have their stacks moved 
into SPM, a 10% ACET / WCET reduction was achieved through the relocation of RTOS 
parameters into SPM. The maximum idle time increase that was achieved was 20% (due to an 
idle time gain of approximately 60 seconds for a five-minute test). 
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3.4.2 – Preemption Versus Non-Preemption 
Preemption offers several performance benefits, the largest of which being immediate 
handling of high priority, critical tasks [28]. One difficulty with preemption is that system lock-
up can occur when low priority tasks gain control of shared resources and thus do not allow high 
priority tasks to run when they need to. SPM can be used to speed-up shared memory accesses in 
order to lessen the effect of lock-up [29]. In general, however, preemption affects SPM 
allocation in other ways [29]. 
Whether an RTOS is preemptive or non-preemptive greatly affects a developer’s ability 
to determine which task will be running at any given time, what variables will be loaded into 
cache, what the stack will look like, etc [14, 28, 29]. Preemptive RTOSes are much more 
difficult to test, because preemption makes these things more difficult to determine. 
Consequently, SPM is often used in pre-emptive RTOSes to ensure that variables are located in 
fast on-chip memory. Furthermore, it is generally the case that preemptive RTOSes are larger in 
terms of amount of code space than non-preemptive RTOSes, and introduce much more 
overhead into the system than non-preemptive RTOSes. Therefore, preemptive RTOSes benefit 
from having task headers and context-switching parameter data loaded into SPM.  
In addition, preemptive RTOSes that incorporate separate task stacks for each task 
require much more total stack space than a similarly sized non-preemptive system [29]. This 
means that preemptive RTOSes do not necessarily outperform non-preemptive RTOSes, but, 
rather, that non-preemptive RTOSes can perform better than preemptive RTOSes for very 
limited on-chip memory spaces [14]. Moreover, for any SPM space, non-preemptive RTOSes 
have more leeway, because SPM does not need to be occupied primarily by overhead or task 
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stacks. For this reason, ACET reduction-based and WCET reduction-based SPMMTs for heap 
allocation of data into SPM should be considered particularly for non-preemptive RT systems. 
3.4.3 – Static Versus Dynamic SPM Allocation 
Static SPM allocation refers to SPM allocation that occurs at compile time. Dynamic 
SPM allocation refers to SPM allocation that occurs at run time. In industry, static SPM 
allocation is more common because it is simpler, and ensures that certain parameters are always 
in SPM. Dynamic SPMMTs do not provide the same kinds of assurances that static SPMMTs do; 
however, studies have shown that dynamic SPMMTs can achieve much more ACET reduction 
than static SPMMTs under most circumstances [23].  
There are many ways of allocation SPM dynamically. On the extreme-end, it is possible 
to create a software-controlled cache using SPM, though this type of cache is not as effective as 
hardware-controlled cache in a majority of scenarios as has already been mentioned. On the 
other end of the spectrum, it is possible to allocate cache manually dynamically via a user 
interface and commands sent to the RTOS. In-between these two extremes, it is possible to 
switch SPM modes according to runtime conditions that are automatically detected by the RTOS. 
This is dynamic SPM mode switching  (DSPMMS). 
The dynamic SPMMTs examined by [4] and [23] incorporate a form of DSPMMS in 
which SPM usage is examined in a similar manner to paging. Though this research is closely 
related to software caching, the techniques and mathematics employed are sufficiently different 
such that the number of SPM page loads do not impact performance as negatively as block loads 
in software caching. Further research should be done in this area to determine whether such 
techniques can be employed at the RTOS level generically. 
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DSPMMS is entirely dependent upon the application / RT system at hand. Therefore, this 
is an open area of research. Applications of DSPMMS may include such things as optimized 
safe-mode operation, acceleration of data-driven event handling, increased performance of user-
specified tasks, etc. The schedulability-driven SPMMT proposed in this thesis is a form of 
DSPMMS. 
 
3.5 – REAL-TIME SCHEDULING AND SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS 
Because this thesis proposes the use of schedulability analysis as a means of determining 
when to switch between ACET and WCET SPM allocation, it is important to study the 
techniques others have used to determine the schedulability of tasks when using different 
scheduling algorithms. In particular, this section covers fixed priority and earliest deadline first 
(EDF) scheduling techniques. 
Schedulability analysis involves determining whether or not tasks will meet their 
deadlines. This thesis specifies a task’s deadline as the amount of time between when a task is 
first scheduled to run by the RTOS until that task must have completed its execution cycle. 
Factors affecting whether or not a task will finish executing by its deadline time include the 
amount of time between when the task is scheduled until when it begins running on the RTOS.  
3.5.1 – Rate Monotonic Analysis 
Rate monotonic analysis (RMA) is a mathematical algorithm uses to determine whether a 
set of tasks is schedulable. RMA determines the schedulability of tasks in a system according to 
the periodicity of tasks, the worst-case execution times of tasks, and the number of tasks 
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[30].The process that the algorithm uses to determine schedulability is to assign the highest 
priorities to tasks with the highest periodicity, and to assume that each task will take its worst-
case execution time (WCET) to execute. In general the assumption is also made that task 
deadline time is equal to task periodicity. If task deadline time is smaller than task periodicity, 
deadline-monotonic analysis is used. Deadline monotonic analysis is identical to rate monotonic 
analysis except that task deadline time is a parameter in the equation as well. The rate monotonic 
algorithm (shown in (1) below) takes the number of tasks, task periodicities, and WCETs as 
inputs returns processor utilization U. 
        (1) 
In (1), Ci is the task WCET, Ti is the task period, and n is the number of tasks to be 
scheduled. When the number of tasks approaches infinity, this expression will tend towards the 
natural log of two, or 0.693. Using the RMA algorithm, tasks can meet all the deadlines if CPU 
utilization is capped at 69.3% or less [30]. However, RMA does not verify for certain that a set 
of tasks is not schedulable. Rather, if a task fails the RMA test for schedulability, it means that 
the task may not be schedulable. Other analysis have shown that randomly generated task sets 
can be scheduled with 85% processor utilization. Furthermore, it is possible to schedule all task 
to meet deadlines with close to 100% processor utilization, depending on the periods and 
WCETs of all of the tasks involved. 
The RMA schedulability algorithm can be used at compile time to determine whether a 
set of tasks is schedulable. This has several advantages. The primary advantage is that 
schedulability analysis does not need to be performed at run-time, freeing up processor time for 
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other things. It also reduces RTOS kernel complexity. However, the RMA schedulability 
algorithm is not optimal as it does not work well for all RT task scenarios. Despite any 
shortcomings, the manner in which rate-monotonic analysis determines schedulability is robust 
and applicable to this thesis. 
The main problem with RMA is that the precise periodicity of tasks must be known.  
While WCETs of tasks may be approximated or determined through testing, periodicity cannot 
always be determined, because many real-time systems run aperiodic tasks. These aperiodic 
tasks must be handled using special cases – instances of rate-monotonic analysis that account for 
worst-case periodic task stack up for a given instance of an aperiodic task being scheduled. For 
systems with many aperiodic tasks, task priorities may need to change frequently as these special 
cases occur over and over again. 
3.5.1.1 – Non-Preemptive Schedulability Analysis 
The standard approach to determining task schedulability for non-preemptive RTOSes is 
to set task priorities by assigning tasks with the shortest deadlines the highest priority and 
continuing until the tasks with the longest deadlines have the lowest priority [14, 30]. RMA is 
then employed on the task set. Aperiodic disturbances are handled according to different 
disturbance scenarios that may occur. If all aperiodic tasks may run at the same time, RMA is 
run to account for all of them. If only one aperiodic task may run at a time in the worst case, then 
each aperiodic task scenario is tested individually.  
For non-preemptive systems where the number of possible task / priority combinations is 
manageable, trial and error type approaches are sometimes used. Tasks are assigned different 
priorities, and runtime testing is performed on different sets of prioritized tasks to determine 
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schedulability. If tasks are still unable to meet their deadlines after all possible priorities have 
been tested for task sets, task deadlines may be modified in order to determine what task 
deadlines would need to be in order to create a schedulable system.  
3.5.1.1 – Preemptive Schedulability Analysis 
Preemption dramatically affects whether or not tasks can complete their deadlines [28]. 
This is because non-preemptive RTOSes must wait for the current task to complete execution 
before any other tasks can run. Therefore, any newly scheduled high priority task must wait for a 
large low priority task that is running to complete. In the worst-case task stack-up scenario, high 
priority tasks are blocked from running such that it is impossible for them to meet their 
deadlines. For this reason, preemptive RTOSes are generally preferred for large RT projects. 
However, preemption drastically complicates analysis. Though RMA can be performed 
for preemptive systems, the worst-case number of task divisions for each task and the worst-case 
context switch time for each task switch must be accounted in order to use RMA. Because these 
types of systems tend to be large, the amount of work required to determine each of these worst-
case parameters can be staggering. In the case of an unfinished project, determining worst-case 
RMA parameters can be impossible. Therefore, engineers working on preemptive systems often 
employ metrics to determine fixed priorities for tasks. The following are only a few prioritization 
metrics that are used in industry [3]. 
1. Task Deadline Time (shortest deadlines have highest priority) – For systems that have 
their schedulability strained by tasks with deadline times smaller than task repetition 
periods (i.e.: aperiodic tasks with large WCETs and short deadlines, or periodic tasks 
with short deadlines relative to their periodicity). 
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2. Task Repetition Period (shortest periods have highest priority) – For systems whose 
periodic tasks place the largest strain on task schedulability (where task deadlines are 
determined through task repetition period). 
3. Soft Deadline Maximization (data processing tasks are prioritized) – For data driven 
or input / output systems where data throughput and processing is prioritized over 
meeting any hard deadlines. This metric is commonly used when all tasks are 
guaranteed to meet their deadlines under the conditions in which the high priority 
data processing tasks will run. 
These metrics work well for preemptive operating systems in which new tasks with high 
priority will be executed by the RTOS kernel immediately. For non-preemptive RTOSes, these 
metrics do not work as well. This is because, for non-preemptive RTOSes, large low priority 
tasks will block high priority tasks until they complete execution, as the worst-case task blockage 
time must be included either in the schedulability analysis as a constant or in the task deadline 
time.  
3.5.2 – Fixed-Priority Scheduling 
The most common type of scheduling algorithm is fixed priority (FP). This type of 
algorithm assigns a static priority to each task in the system [14, 30]. This scheduler is the most 
common because it is easy to implement. Fixed priority schedulers are easy to implement 
because they always switch to the task with the highest priority, regardless of other conditions. 
Unlike earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling, fixed priority does not need to resort the 
priorities of tasks when a task completes or a new task is scheduled.  
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The problem with fixed priority scheduling is that it requires analysis to be performed on 
all of the tasks in the system so that appropriate priorities for tasks can be determined. However, 
RMA does not indicate what the priorities of each task should be. Rather, rate monotonic 
analysis only verifies whether a set of tasks is schedulable. Furthermore, aperiodic disturbances 
require additional analysis to be performed under each possible disturbance scenario. RMA can 
be performed ahead of time for each potential type of aperiodic task that can occur. However, 
RMA only works for a system where the worst-case aperiodic task stack-up is known. Many 
real-time systems do not have to deal with many aperiodic tasks, or deal only with aperiodic 
tasks that do not heavily affect the run-time of the system. For these systems, FP scheduling is 
acceptable. Therefore, in industry, as tasks are expanded and new tasks are added to a system, 
worst-case aperiodic data processing requirements under different scenarios are used as worst-
case task periods. A clear example is a system that uses a task to process one Ethernet packet at a 
time. That task’s period would be specified as the worst-case Ethernet packet entry rate for the 
purposes of performing RMA. 
3.5.3 – Earliest Deadline First Scheduling 
While fixed priority scheduling provides a simple solution to task scheduling, it often has 
difficulty accounting for aperiodic disturbance scenarios. This is because under each of these 
scenarios, the optimal task prioritization may be very different than in the general case. 
Consequently, and for other reasons, other scheduling algorithms are often employed. 
Earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling is a scheduling method that is used in place of 
fixed-priority scheduling. Unlike rate-monotonic scheduling, earliest deadline first (EDF) 
scheduling requires schedulability analysis to be performed at runtime [13]. EDF scheduling 
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grants the RTOS running it an increased ability to meet task deadlines. Though this thesis does 
not employ EDF scheduling, this thesis does propose reallocation of SPM according to point-
schedulability checks.  
[31] shows that EDF scheduling results in better results regarding task completion times 
versus fixed priority in the case where aperiodic tasks play a large role in system execution. Prior 
research establishes clear benchmarks for demonstrating scheduling performance such as 
measuring how soon before their deadlines tasks are able to complete (TST), how many are able 
to complete in an unschedulable scenario, etc. Though research has shown that EDF scheduling 
is not ideal, alternatives all involve incorporating the amount of time the tasks will take to 
complete into the scheduling calculation. This is not realistic in most modern applications, 
because task completion time is very non-deterministic. It is often impossible to guess how often 
software will take the shortest route versus the longest route through a particular series of 
conditional statements. However, task deadline time can be determined prior to run-time. This is 
because task deadline time is determined through protocol adherence, user requirements, and 
detailed design specifications. Consequently, EDF scheduling is suitable for industry adoption, 
and it has been in some instances (e.g. NASA, Aerospace Industry, etc). 
The EDF scheduling algorithm recalculates task priorities according to the order in which 
tasks must finish. Task reprioritization provides increased performance and allows for handling 
of systems dominated by aperiodic tasks, but  reprioritization also increases overhead because 
task priorities must be resorted at each task completion point [13]. This work proposes a desired 
deadline detection algorithm that performs point-schedulability checks in the same manner as 
EDF schedulers, except that the deadlines used are not hard deadlines but “desired” ones. This 
difference is be discussed in the next section. 
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3.5.1.1 – Point-Schedulability Check 
EDF scheduling employs point-schedulability checks (PSCs) at task scheduling points 
and at task completion points [13]. The PSCs are used in order to verify task schedulability at 
runtime. The point-schedulability check determines if the tasks currently scheduled on the 
processor can meet their deadlines. A PSC is performed by running the response time equation 
for each task in the system. 
 = 
 + ∑ (
)

          (2) 
In (2),  is the response time of task n+1, (the amount of time expected to elapse before task 
n+1 completes), 
 is the WCET of task n+1, and 
 is the WCET of task i. (2) implies the 
following: for a task, if the task’s WCET plus the sum of WCETs of tasks with higher periodicity 
(the task’s response time) is less than the task’s deadline time, then the task is schedulable. 
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CHAPTER 4 - METHODOLOGY 
The methodology Chapter of this thesis is split into three parts: 
• Part 1 – Design Methodology.  This part describes in detail the Schedulability-Driven SPM 
Swapping Algorithm, RTOS, and SPMMT simulator developed for this thesis. 
• Part 2 – Validation Methodology. This part lays out how the RTOS and SPMMT simulator 
are validated to ensure correct operation and accurate simulation results. 
• Part 3 – Experiment Methodology. This part defines the SPMMT simulator test cases which 
form the bases for comparison between the different SPM management strategies. This 
section also describes the rationale behind each set of test cases. 
 
4.1 – DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
The design methodology portion of this Chapter is divided into three sections. 
• Section 1 – Development and classification of the Schedulability-Driven ACETRB / 
WCETRB Swapping (SDAWS) Threshold Detection Algorithm 
• Section 2 – Design and parameters of the RTOS developed for this thesis. 
• Section 3 – Design of the SPM Management Technique Simulator (SPMMT simulator). 
4.1.1 – Development of the SDAWS Threshold Detection Algorithm 
SDAWS requires memory blocks to be swapped into and out of SPM according to task 
schedulability. However, if ACETRB to WCETRB swapping only occurred whenever tasks 
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could not meet their deadlines, than there would be little benefit to using SDAWS versus 
ACETRB SPMMT. Therefore, task deadline thresholds are used by this thesis to determine when 
to swap SPM allocations. The deadline threshold is a percentage of task deadline time. A 
threshold detection algorithm is developed by this thesis in order to determine when to swap 
SPM allocations. This section describes the equations used by the threshold detection algorithm, 
and how they are used. The following key terms are used by the equations of the SDAWS 
threshold detection algorithm: 
4.1.1.1  List of Key Terms Utilized by the SDAWS Threshold Detection Algorithm 
• t:  The task being examined by the scheduler. 
• n :  The priority of task t. Lower numbers have higher priorities, with 0 having the highest priority. 
• Threshold(t):  Value between 0 and 1 that represents the percentage of deadline time by which it is 
desired for t to have completed. 
• T(Realloc):  The amount of time the system takes to reallocate SPM from one allocation scheme to the 
other. 
• Scheduled(t):  The number of scheduled instances of task t. 
• Running(t):  The number of running instances of task t. 
• Runtime(t):  The amount of runtime all running instances of task t have received. 
• WCET(A, t):  The WCET of task t under the SPM management technique A. 
• DCT(t):  The desired completion time of task t. 
• SWCETS(t):  Scheduled WCET Sum. The total WCET of tasks scheduled to run.  
• RWCETS(t):  Remaining WCET Sum. The total remaining WCET of tasks that are currently running. 
• TRT(t): The task response time of task t. 
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4.1.1.2  Desired Completion Time 
This work defines a deadline threshold as the fraction of a task’s hard deadline by which 
designers desire for the task to have completed. In addition, this work defines desired completion 
time (DCT) as a simple function of deadline threshold and deadline time (3).  
DCT(t) =  Threshold(t) ∗ Deadline(t)        (3) 
SPM reallocation is performed depending on the ability of tasks to complete before their 
desired completion times (DCTs). The algorithm used to determine when to swap variables into 
and out of SPM that is proposed by this work is called by the real-time scheduler at scheduling 
points and task completion points.  
4.1.1.3  Task Response Time 
In order to determine schedulability, the algorithm determines the response time of each 
task (the expected amount of time that will elapse before the task under examination will 
complete). The task response time (TRT) (6) is calculated according to the WCET of the task 
under examination, the remaining WCETs of the tasks currently running on the processor with 
higher priority (4), and the WCETs of the tasks scheduled to run on the processor with higher 
priority (5). The algorithm then compares this time to the desired completion time. 
RWCETS(t) = ( [Running(t+) ∗ WCET(ACETRB, t+) − Runtime(t+)]
0
12
    (4) 
SWCETS(t) = ( [Scheduled(t3) ∗ WCET(ACETRB, t3)
0
42
]     (5) 
TRT(t) = WCET(ACETRB, t) + RWCETS(t) + SWCETS(t)    (6) 
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Furthermore, (4) assumes that, for each priority level, only one task may be running at the 
same time. The assumption is made that incoming tasks with the same priority as tasks that are 
currently running must wait until the running tasks with the same priority complete before they 
are given run time. 
4.1.1.4  SDAWS Scheduling-Point Detection 
The scheduler swaps SPM variables from the ACET to the  WCET allocation at system 
scheduling points. At each system scheduling point, the ability of every task in the system to 
meet it DCT is examined according to the ACET to WCET swap criterion (7). The swap is 
performed when the operating system determines that any one of the tasks will not be able to 
complete by its desired completion time (DCT). This calculation assumes that all tasks in the 
system with higher priority than the task under examination will take their WCET to run. 
DCT(t) + T(Realloc) ≤ TRT(t)        (7) 
4.1.1.4  SDAWS Completion-Point Detection 
The scheduler swaps SPM variables from the WCET to the ACET allocation at task 
completion points. At each task completion point, the ability of every task in the system to meet 
it DCT is reexamined according to the WCET to ACET swap criterion (8). WCET of all tasks is 
assumed. If all of the tasks are able to meet their DCTs after the reexamination, then the swap 
from WCET to ACET allocation is performed. 
DCT(t) + T(Realloc) ≥ TRT(t)        (8) 
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Both the scheduling point examination and the task completion examination use the 
ACETRB allocation estimation of WCET for all tasks in the system, to avoid oscillatory SPM 
swapping. If the task completion examination used the WCETRB allocation to estimate task 
WCETs, then it is possible that tasks would not be able to meet their DCTs after switching to the 
ACETRB allocation, because the WCET under ACETRB allocation will always be larger than 
WCET under WCETRB allocation. 
4.1.2 – Design of the RTOS 
The RTOS developed for the purpose of running the SPMMT simulator will be referred 
to by this work as the Incredibly Minimalist C RTOS (IMCRTOS). This name reflects the 
language in which the RTOS is written as well as its limited functionality. This section uses 
“RTOS” and “IMCRTOS” interchangeably to refer to the IMCRTOS.  
The IMCRTOS is developed for exclusive use on the Freescale MCF52259 
microcontroller, though a majority of the code could easily be transported to any other 32-bit 
platform. Specifically, the IMCRTOS takes advantage of timing and I/O functionality on the 
MCF52259. However, the IMCRTOS is written to contain only those RTOS elements which are 
required by the SPMMT simulator. Thus, the IMCRTOS possesses the following components:  
A. A non-preemptive RTOS kernel with fixed-priority task management, idle mode, 
and automatic task scheduling functionality. 
B. A simple I/O Interface which allows one-way serial communication. 
C. Simple timing functionality which allows the current time relative to the most 
recent system restart to be measured in micro-seconds. 
D. Automatic capture of task R-T timing characteristics. 
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E. A system schedulability analyzer with: 
a. Task completion-point scanning functionality. 
b. Task scheduling-point scanning functionality. 
4.1.2.1 – RTOS Kernel, Idle Mode, and Task Scheduling 
4.1.2.1.1 RTOS Kernel: 
The RTOS allows tasks to be defined and parameters for those tasks to be specified. A 
majority of task parameters specified are used by the schedulability analyzer and the SPMMT 
simulator; however, the kernel accesses uses three task parameters to find and run scheduled 
tasks: 
Task Struct{ 
… 
1. Task_Enabled – Boolean indicating whether this task has been enabled. 
2. Task_Scheduled – Boolean indicating whether this task has been scheduled to 
run. 
3. Task_Function – Function pointer indicating which function is to be run by the 
RTOS every time the kernel executes the task. 
…} 
 
 The RTOS kernel organizes tasks within a prioritized list. Tasks are inserted into this list 
according to priority. Up to eight tasks may be inserted at each of eight priority levels. The 
RTOS does not support multiple tasks of equal priority. The number of priority levels / 
maximum number of tasks may be increased by the user. Each time the RTOS kernel executes, it 
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searches the prioritized task list starting with the highest priority task slots until it finds a 
scheduled task. The RTOS kernel then executes the function assigned to this task via accessing 
the task’s function pointer. 
When any task completes execution, task completion point scanning is performed. After 
the completion point scanning (discussed later) has finished, the IMCRTOS kernel continues to 
scan through the prioritized task list executing lower priority tasks that have been scheduled. 
Upon completion of prioritized task list scanning, the RTOS exits the kernel and enters Idle 
Mode.  
4.1.2.1.2 RTOS Idle Mode: 
While idling, the IMCRTOS runs any idle task that has been assigned by the user via a 
function pointer. Furthermore, when idle the IMCRTOS runs an automatic task scheduling 
routine. The RTOS continuously performs both of these operations while it remains in Idle 
Mode. Idle mode is aborted when the automatic task scheduler schedules one or more tasks to be 
run. 
4.1.2.1.3 Automatic Task Scheduling: 
In order to determine if tasks need to be scheduled the automatic task scheduler examines 
all enabled tasks in the system. In particular, the automatic task scheduler looks at these 
parameters: 
Task Struct{ 
… 
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1. REPETITION_PERIOD – The user-specified amount of time to elapse between 
when a task is scheduled to when that task is to be rescheduled. 
2. SCHED_TIME- The time at which the task was most recently scheduled. 
…} 
Each time the task scheduler executes, it grabs a copy of the current time. Further, the 
scheduler determines, for each task, the next time that the task needs to be scheduled by adding 
the task’s most recent scheduling time and repetition period. If the sum of these values exceeds 
the current time value, then the task is scheduled. This process is repeated for all tasks in the 
prioritized task list. 
As each task is scheduled, its task parameters are updated to reflect the new most recent 
scheduling time. Flags indicating that tasks are scheduled are also updated as the tasks are 
scheduled. In addition, the following parameters are checked/updated for use by the 
schedulability analyzer as tasks are scheduled: 
Task Struct{ 
… 
1. DCT_INTERVAL – The amount of time from when a task is scheduled to when 
the task is supposed to have completed. 
2. DCT – The time by which the task is supposed to have completed. 
…} 
The scheduler updates each task’s desired completion time as it is scheduled according to 
its DCT interval. The DCT is set to the task’s new scheduling time (the current time) plus its 
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DCT interval. Furthermore, after any task is scheduled, task scheduling point scanning is 
performed (discussed later). 
4.1.2.2 – One-Way Serial I/O 
 There are multiple serial ports accessible on the MCF52259 tower kit (on the 52259 
board and the serial module). There is a standard RS232 connector on the serial module. 
Furthermore, a second (virtual) serial port may be accessed via the debugger USB cable; 
however, use of the virtual serial port requires use of a third-party program to access and display 
data sent over the virtual port. Each of these two available utilize different UARTs on the 
Freescale Coldfire 52259 microcontroller.  
Serial I/O functionality in the form of printf() is provided by Freescale Semiconductor. 
This serial communication is achieved through UART functionality. The functionality provided 
by Freescale Semiconductor is available through the CodeWarrior debug interface. The 
IMCRTOS does not extend serial I/O functionality for use outside of the CodeWarrior debugger; 
however, this functionality can be extended by the user simply by changing the UART that is 
used by the printf() routine.  
4.1.2.3 – Simple Timing Functionality 
The timing functionality built-in to the RTOS consists of hardware-based 32-bit timer 
configuration on the MCF52259. Timer registers are configured such that the clock signal is 
divided several times to provide the desired timer resolution (one microsecond). Operations are 
then performed on captured timer ticks in order to return the number of microseconds that have 
elapsed since system restart.  
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Further, a timer interrupt occurs whenever the 32-bit timer overflows. The number of 
timer overflows that have occurred since system restart is also recorded; however, the RTOS 
does not store time in 64-bit values. This is because no test run on the system needs to run for 
more than one overflow period on the divided 32-bit timer; however, hooks are in place to allow 
for longer time periods to be measured. 
4.1.2.4 – Automatic Time-Statistic Capture 
Automatic timing functionality is woven into the IMCRTOS kernel such that each 
iteration of each task running on the RTOS is timed. Individual times are summed and divided 
by the number of task instances in order to determine the average task execution time. 
Furthermore, worst-case execution times are calculated by retaining only the longest (or smallest 
in the case of slack time) times recorded. This procedure is duplicated in order to time other 
functions including OS features, etc. 
Task parameters are used to store time data. The following task parameters are used by 
the automatic time-statistic capture routine: 
Task Struct{ 
… 
1. WORST_CASE_SLACK_TIME – The smallest task slack time recorded. 
2. TOTAL_SLACK_TIME – The sum of all task slack time recorded. 
3. WORST_CASE_EXECUTION_TIME – The longest task execution time 
recorded. 
4. TOTAL_EXECUTION_TIME – The sum of all task execution time recorded. 
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5. TOTAL_AC_EXECUTION_TIME – The sum of all task execution time recorded 
while executing the average-case path. 
6. TOTAL_WC_EXECUTION_TIME – The sum of all task execution time 
recorded while executing the worst-case path. 
7. WORST_CASE_SCHEDULING_DELAY – The longest amount of time between 
when the task is supposed to be scheduled to when it is scheduled. 
8. TOTAL_SCHEDULING_DELAY – The sum of all scheduling delay for this 
task. 
9. NUM_SCHEDULED_INSTANCES – The number of scheduled task instances. 
10. WORST_CASE_START_DELAY – The longest amount of time between when 
the task is scheduled to run and when it actually is run. 
11. TOTAL_START_DELAY – The sum of all start delay for this task. 
…} 
 Average task timing statistics are determined by dividing total execution times by the 
number of scheduled task instances. Other parameters are simply updated at every new task 
execution instance, and displayed at the end of run time. The following features of the SPMMT 
simulator and RTOS are measured by the RTOS’ automatic time capture functionality: 
SPMMT simulator Deadline-Based Memory Swapping 
1. Number of Memory Swaps from WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT 
2. WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT time 
3. Number of Memory Swaps from ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT 
4. ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT time 
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5. Total Time Spent Executing Completion Point Scans 
6. Total Time Spent Executing Scheduling Point Scans 
RTOS Scheduling 
7. Task x Total Number of Scheduled Instances  
8. Task x Total Number of Run Iterations  
9. Task x Worst-Case Scheduling Delay – Longest time from when task x is 
supposed to have been scheduled to when it was actually scheduled. 
10. Task x Average Scheduling Delay  – Average time from when task x is supposed 
to have been scheduled to when it was actually scheduled. 
11. Task x Worst-Case Start Delay – Longest time from when task x has been 
scheduled to when task x has been run by the RTOS.  
12. Task x Average Start Delay  – Average time from when task x has been scheduled 
to when task x has been run by the RTOS.   
13. Total System Idle Time – The total amount of time the RTOS has spent in Idle 
Mode. 
Task RT Runtime Parameters 
14. Task x Worst-Case Slack Time – For all instances of task x, the shortest time 
between task instance completion and task instance DCT.  
15. Task x Average Slack Time -- For all instances of task x, the average time 
between task instance completion and task instance DCT. 
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16. Task x Worst-Case Execution Time – For all instances of task x, the longest 
execution time from task instance execution to task instance completion. 
17. Task x Average Execution Time – For all instances of task x, the average 
execution time from task instance execution to task instance completion. 
18. Task x Average Average-Case-Path Execution Time – For all average-case path 
instances of task x, the average execution time from task instance execution to 
task instance completion. 
19. Task x Average Worst-Case-Path Execution Time – For all worst-case path 
instances of task x, the average execution time from task instance execution to 
task instance completion. 
4.1.2.5 – Task Schedulability Analyzer 
 The task schedulability analyzer is run automatically by the IMCRTOS at task 
completion points and task scheduling points. This is achieved through the use of completion 
point scans and scheduling point scans, respectively. The SPMMT simulator uses the task 
schedulability analyzer to determine when to swap SPM allocations between WCETRB SPMMT 
and ACETRB SPMMT while SPM reallocation is enabled (discussed later). Further, the 
schedulability analyzer can also be configured to implement EDF scheduling by reprioritizing 
tasks according to task DCTs (discussed later). 
4.1.2.5.1 Task Scheduling Point Scanning: 
 After any task is scheduled, task scheduling point scanning is performed in order to 
determine whether all tasks in the system are still able to meet their desired deadlines. This 
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analysis assumes that all tasks will take their worst-case execution times to execute; however, 
because worst-case execution times are not known, the following task parameter is used to 
approximate WCET: 
Task Struct{ 
… 
WCET_ESTIMATE – User defined WCET estimate – Determined through timing. 
…} 
 The WCET estimate is determined by running the IMCRTOS with memory swapping 
disabled. The ACETRB SPMMT is used for this test. The automatic time capture functionality 
records the worst-case task execution time. This time is then input by the user / tester into the 
WCET_ESTIMATE field before further experiments are run. 
 The scanner loops through every scheduled task in the system, starting with task with the 
highest priority, and ending with the task with lowest priority. As each scheduled task is 
examined, it’s WCET estimate is added to a worst-case-completion-time parameter. If at any 
point the worst-case-completion-time exceeds the current task’s desired completion time, the 
scanner concludes that all tasks will not meet their real-time deadlines. However, if the loop 
completes before the scanner identifies any desired completion times that cannot be met, then the 
scanner concludes that all tasks in the system will meet their desired deadlines.  
Scheduling point scanning is only performed if SPMMT simulator memory swapping is 
enabled. If memory swapping between WCETRB SPMMT and ACETRB SPMMT is enabled, 
then the SPMMT simulator performs an ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT swap if and 
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only if one or more tasks will fail to meet its desired deadline. If all tasks will meet their desired 
deadlines, then no swap is performed. 
4.1.2.5.2 Task Completion Point Scanning: 
 Task completion point scanning is performed in an identical manner to task scheduling 
point scanning, with a few exceptions. Completion point scanning is performed if SPMMT 
simulator memory swapping is enabled, or EDF scheduling is enabled. If EDF scheduling is 
enabled, the scanner resorts the priority task list according to task desired deadlines. If ACETRB 
SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT swapping is enabled, then the SPMMT simulator performs a 
WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT memory swap if and only if all tasks will meet their 
desired deadlines. If a single task is expected not to meet its desired deadline, no memory swap 
is performed. 
4.1.3 – Design of the SPMMT Simulator 
 The Scratch-Pad-Memory Management Technique Simulator (SPMMT simulator) is 
developed for the purpose of simulating and comparing task performance gains for a large 
variety of RT tasks under three SPMMTs: 
1. ACET Reduction Based (ACETRB) 
2. WCET Reduction Based (WCETRB) 
3. Schedulability-Driven ACETRB/WCETRB Swapping (SDAWS) 
In order to perform this function, the SPMMT simulator incorporates several components 
into the RTOS developed for this thesis. The components are: 
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A. A multitude of task parameters which are attached to tasks being run by the 
RTOS. These task parameters are used to tune the conditions under which the 
SPMMT simulator simulates experimental scenarios. 
B. Global parameters which specify the operation of the SPMMT simulator and 
further control the performance of all simulated tasks. 
C. An RT task simulator. The RT task simulator performs computational operations 
according to SPMMT simulator task parameters in order to approximate the 
amount of time required to execute task instances under the different SPM 
management strategies. 
D. SDSPMS memory swapping functions which copy memory blocks into and out 
of SPM depending on the schedulability of tasks. 
E. A test bench which provides functions that grant access to core parameters of the 
RTOS and allow for quick definition of SPMMT simulator test cases. 
4.1.3.1 – SPMMT simulator Task Parameters 
The goal of the SPMMT simulator is to incorporate into its RT task simulation all RT 
task parameters that directly affect task runtime. The principle element types considered are: 
1. Computations per memory access 
2. Average-case / worst-case memory accesses 
3. Average-case / worst-case number of cache block loads 
Computations per memory access is considered because the number of operations 
performed relative to the number of memory accesses can drastically affect the amount of time 
that a task takes to run. For example, a task that performs image processing or vector operations 
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has a very large number of computations per memory access; whereas, a task that copies data 
from one place to another will have an extremely low number of computations per memory 
access. Therefore, the amount of time taken to load and store data relative to the amount of 
computation time a task uses affects performance under different SPM management strategies, 
because tasks whose execution time is dominated by computations rather than memory accesses 
will not see much of a difference in execution time performance between any SPM management 
strategy. 
Average-case and worst-case memory accesses are considered because they directly 
correlate to average-case and worst-case execution paths through a given task, and longer 
execution paths directly correlate to longer execution times. In the real world, there may be 
hundreds of different paths through a task; however, this thesis assumes that the ACETRB 
SPMMT considers an ILP approach including all execution paths. Therefore, the number of 
average-case memory accesses is equal to the total number of memory accesses through all 
execution paths over a use-case period of time, divided by the number of task instances that have 
occurred over that period.  
Average-case and worst-case cache block loads are considered because CAHCE block 
loads add a considerable amount of time to task execution. The SPMMT simulator task simulator 
simulates cache block loads (discussed later). Furthermore, average and worst-case loads are 
considered separately because the number of variables / function calls / etc. may vary drastically 
between task execution paths. cache block loads add considerable execution time at the start of 
tasks; however, depending on the number of cache block loads relative to the length of execution 
paths, cache block loads may or may not have a large effect on execution time. 
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The SPMMT simulator uses several different varieties of the parameters described above. 
The following task parameters reflect the SPMMT simulator’ need to distinguish between 
floating (placed into / out of SPM depending on the SPM allocation strategy employed) and 
static (always placed in main memory) accesses. Avertable cache block loads correspond to 
loads that only occur under certain SPM management strategies and not under others. Either 
floating / non-avertable cache block loads or floating / DRAM / SDRAM memory accesses are 
simulated, depending upon whether or not cache simulation is enabled. 
Task Struct 
{… 
1. COMPUTATIONS_PER_MA – The number of arithmetic operations performed per 
32bit load / 32bit store combination. 
2. ACs_PER_WC – The number of times that the task executes it’s worst-case 
execution path. 
3. STATIC_WC_CBLs – The number of cache block loads that occur every time the 
simulated worst-case execution path  is run. 
4. STATIC_AC_CBLs – The number of cache block loads that occur every time the 
simulated average-case execution path is run . 
5. FLOATING_ WC_CBLs – The number of cache block loads that occur each time the 
simulated worst-case execution path  is run and the ACETRB SPMMT is loaded. 
Note: These loads do not occur when the WCETRB SPMMT is loaded. 
6. FLOATING_ AC_CBLs – The number of cache block loads that occur each time the 
simulated average-case execution path  is run and the WCETRB SPMMT is loaded. 
Note: These loads do not occur when the ACETRB SPMMT is loaded. 
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7. AC_DRAM_ACCESSES – If cache simulation is not enabled, the number of memory 
accesses that occur out of SDRAM when the simulated  average-case execution path 
is run. If cache simulation is enabled, all average-case memory accesses are summed 
together. 
8. AC_FLOATING_ACCESSES – If cache simulation is not enabled, the number of 
memory accesses that occur out of either SDRAM or SPM depending on which SPM 
strategy is loaded when the simulated  average-case execution path is run. 
9. WC_DRAM_ACCESSES – If cache simulation is not enabled, the number of 
memory accesses that occur out of SDRAM when the simulated  worst-case 
execution path is run. If cache simulation is enabled, all worst-case memory accesses 
are summed together. 
10. WC_FLOATING_ACCESSES – If cache simulation is not enabled, the number of 
memory accesses that occur out of either SDRAM or SPM depending on which SPM 
strategy is loaded when the simulated  worst-case execution path is run. 
11. OVERLAP_DRAM_ACCESSES – If cache simulation is not enabled, the number of 
accesses that occur out of SDRAM when any execution path is run. 
12. OVERLAP_SPM_ACCESSES – If cache simulation is not enabled, the number of 
accesses that occur out of SPM when any execution path is run. 
…} 
4.1.3.2 – Global Parameters 
In addition to task parameters, global parameters are also used to tune the operation of all 
tasks in the system and control memory swapping. These parameters are: 
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1. SPM_TO_SDRAM_MAR – The memory access ratio between SPM and SDRAM. 
Because all memory accesses occur in SPM on the MCF52259, SDRAM loads and 
stores are simulated through repeated SPM loads and stores, according to this ratio. If 
cache simulation is enabled, this ratio is used to increase/decrease CAHCE block load 
time; otherwise, this ratio is used to control individual SDRAM access time. 
2. SPMA_MODE – The SPMMTA uses this variable to keep track of the current SPM 
allocation strategy, either WCETRB SPMMT or ACETRB SPMMT. 
3. SPM_SWAP_TIME – The simulated amount of time required to perform an 
ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT or WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB 
SPMMT memory swap for a single task. 
4.1.3.3 – SPMMT simulator RT Task Simulator 
 The SPMMT simulator operates by running specially configured tasks. Each of these 
tasks executes either a worst-case or an average-case path simulation function. 
4.1.4.3.1 Execution Path Determination 
For each instance of these tasks that are run, the SDAWS determines whether to run an 
average-case path simulation or a worst-case path simulation. This is done by examining the 
task’s average-case to worst-case ratio discussed in Component A of this section. Statistics are 
stored corresponding to the number and type of run task instances and used to determine the type 
of execution path to run. 
Task Struct{ 
… 
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1. LAST_RUN_TYPE – Either an AC or a WC path execution. 
2. AC_EXECUTIONS – The total number of average-case executions. 
3. WC_EXECUTIONS – The total number of worst-case executions. 
4. AC_EXECUTION_COUNTER – A counter used to determine whether an AC or 
WC execution path simulation needs to run (compared to the average-case to 
worst-case path ratio). 
…} 
4.1.4.3.2 Cache Simulation 
If cache simulation is enabled, the SPMMT simulator simulates CBLs as soon as either 
the average-case or worst-case execution path is run. Depending on which path is run, the 
simulator uses the average-case or worst-case static and floating task parameters to determine the 
number of CBLs to simulate. Avertable CBLs are performed only if the SPM strategy (ACETRB 
SPMMT or WCETRB SPMMT) associated with the current execution path time (average-case or 
worst-case) is not loaded.  
For each CBL that must be simulated, the SPMMT simulator simulates block load and 
block store operations. What is simulated is not the precise functionality of cache, but merely the 
amount of time that it would take cache to “replace” the number of blocks indicated by the task 
parameters. Cache block load time simulation is achieved using loops to perform SPM loads / 
stores according to the SPM to SDRAM memory access ratio. Note here that the memory access 
ratio is used only on the first load / store, due to the serial nature of loading and storing blocks of 
memory. Loops are unrolled in order to minimize overhead.  
4.1.4.3.3 Average-case / Worst-case Path Simulation 
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 After cache simulation is performed, the task simulator runs an average-case or worst-
case execution path simulation. The execution path simulation is achieved by performing loads, 
arithmetic operations, and stores on memory locations according to the number of memory 
accesses: (AC, WC, or Overlap) specified within the task being run. The following parameters 
are used to access memory: 
1. SPM_FLOATING_MEMORY_LOC – A 32-bit pointer to the location in SPM that is 
assigned to this task’s floating memory. 
2. AC_DRAM_FLOATING_MEM_LOC – A 32-bit pointer to the location in SDRAM 
that is assigned to this task’s floating average-case execution path memory space. 
3. WC_DRAM_FLOATING_MEM_LOC – A 32-bit pointer to the location in SDRAM 
that is assigned to this task’s floating worst-case execution path memory space. 
4. AC_FLOATING_MEMORY – A 32-bit pointer to the current location of this task’s 
floating average-case execution path memory (either in SPM or in SDRAM). 
5. WC_FLOATING_MEMORY – A 32-bit pointer to the current location of this task’s 
floating worst-case execution path memory (either in SPM or in SDRAM). 
 
6. FLOATING_MEM_SIZE – The size of floating memory for this task. This size is the 
same for both AC and WC floating memory (because the amount of SPM that may be 
used is the same for both cases). 
7. OVERLAP_SPM_MEMORY – A 32-bit pointer to this task’s memory that is always 
located in SPM. 
8. OVERLAP_SPM_SIZE – The amount of memory always kept in SPM for this task. 
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9. AC_DRAM_MEMORY – A 32-bit pointer to this task’s average-case execution path 
memory that is always located in SDRAM. 
10. AC_DRAM_SIZE – The amount of average-case execution path memory that is 
always located in SDRAM. 
11. WC_DRAM_MEMORY – A 32-bit pointer to this task’s worst-case execution path 
memory that is always located in SDRAM. 
12. WC_DRAM_SIZE – The amount of worst-case execution path memory that is 
always located in SDRAM. 
13. OVERLAP_DRAM_MEMORY – A 32-bit pointer to this task’s memory that is 
always located in SDRAM. 
14. OVERLAP_DRAM_SIZE – The amount of this task’s memory that is always located 
in SDRAM. 
The simulator runs the average-case or worst-case memory accesses by loading a number 
of 32-bit blocks corresponding to the number of average-case or worst-case accesses plus the 
number of overlap accesses. If the number of accesses exceeds the size of its corresponding 
memory space, the simulator loops back to the beginning of the memory space and continues 
loading from there. As each value is loaded, an arithmetic operation is performed on the memory 
block. The following operations are performed on every ten 32-bit blocks that are loaded: 
1.  Four Addition Operations 
2. Two Subtraction Operations 
3. Three Multiplication Operations 
4. One Division Operation 
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The numbers of each type of operation are chosen according to average programming 
heuristics; however, the types of operations performed do not affect the task run-time 
significantly for small C per MA ratios (See results). Finally, the memory block is stored. This 
process continues for all accesses specified in the task’s parameters. 
 
4.1.3.4 – SDSPMS Memory Swapping Function 
 The SPMMT simulator performs memory swapping through the use of “memcpy()” 
function calls. Memory swaps are performed on each task in the RTOS one at a time. 
Specifically, when an ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT swap is performed, the SPMMT 
simulator copies data in the SPM floating memory space to the AC SDRAM floating memory 
space, and then copies WC SDRAM floating memory to the SPM floating memory space. 
Conversely, when a WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT swap is performed, the SPMMT 
simulator copies data in the SPM floating memory space to the WC SDRAM floating memory 
space, and then copies AC SDRAM floating memory to the SPM floating memory space.  
 The “memcpy()” function is implemented as a loop, which copies bytes of memory one 
at a time. This is not ideal or optimized for the MCF52259 platform. Further, it is possible to 
create an optimized “memcpy()” function, or to utilize DMA to swap memory blocks 
asynchronously. Furthermore, the precise amount of time required to swap memory blocks 
depends upon a multitude of factors including the size of SPM, the amount of SPM allocated to 
each task, main memory access time, memory bus use, etc. Therefore, this thesis tests different 
SPM swap times by changing the amount of SPM allocated to each task. Smaller amounts of 
SPM result in fewer “memcpy()” calls, which in turn results in reduced swap time.  
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4.1.3.5 – SPMMT simulator Test Bench 
 The SPMMT simulator Test Bench consists of a header file, which is modified to change 
task parameters, and a C file containing access function to global RTOS and simulator 
parameters. Specifically, task parameters are set using a series of #defines. By modifying the 
values associated with each of the #defines for a given task, the corresponding task parameters 
are automatically updated at runtime because the task initializer loads the #defined values into 
the corresponding task parameters as default values. 
 Furthermore, the SPMMT simulator Test Bench allows for memory swapping to be 
enabled or disabled, cache simulation to be enabled or disabled, and the SPM to SDRAM MAR 
to be modified. In addition, the SPMMT simulator Test Bench provides functions that 
automatically initialize and run subsets of tasks in the system according to different SPM 
allocation strategies. 
 
4.2 – VALIDATION METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this portion of the Chapter is to completely lay out how each software component 
developed for this thesis is tested to verify desired operation. The test methodology portion is 
split into two sections: 
• Section 1: This section defines and describes how the functionality of the RTOS is to be 
tested, and defines the conditions under which tests are to be run. 
• Section 2: This section defines and describes how the functionality of the SPMMT 
simulator is to be tested and how simulation results are to be verified. 
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4.2.1 – RTOS Validation 
The purpose of this section of the test methodology is to ensure the proper operation of all 
portions of the Real-Time Operating System developed for this thesis. In particular, each primary 
element of the RTOS is tested separately to ensure correctness. Element-wise tests of the RTOS 
are split into test-cases. 
A. Validating The RTOS Kernel 
B. Validating I/O Functionality 
C. Validating Simple Timing Functionality 
D. Validating Automatic Time-Capture Functionality 
E. Validating The Schedulability Analyzer 
4.2.1.1 - Validating the RTOS Kernel 
In order to verify that the RTOS is able to run tasks and schedule them, the WCET and 
ACET of each task are determined by running individual task instances on the RTOS and 
recording the respective ACET and WCET. Instances of tasks with different ACETs and WCETs 
are then run on the RTOS simultaneously to verify that the RTOS switches to the correct task 
(the one with the highest priority), and that the RTOS does not introduce significant and 
unnecessary overhead. This is tested through automatic capture of timing parameters: 
1. Total System Idle Time – The total amount of time that the system was not 
running tasks or performing other operations. Important Note: The RTOS 
manages task automatic rescheduling while idling; therefore, task rescheduling is 
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included in all system idle times captured during testing – it is not counted as 
overhead. 
2. Total Task Execution Time – The total amount of time that each task has spent 
executing throughout all of its instances. 
By comparing the sum of total task execution times to the total system idle time, the 
amount of overhead incurred by the RTOS is measured. The RTOS kernel is modified until the 
overhead introduced by the RTOS is satisfactory. However, because RTOS overhead increases 
as the number of tasks and the repetition frequency of each task increases, a scenario of five 
tasks each with a 100 millisecond repetition period is used to benchmark RTOS performance. 
Automatic task scheduling functionality is tested by loading tasks with fixed priorities 
into the RTOS, and running them simultaneously in order to determine the effectiveness of the 
RTOS in rescheduling the tasks when they need to run, and running them when they are 
scheduled to run. In particular, timing parameters are automatically recorded: 
1. Average and Worst-Case Scheduling Delay – The time from which a task should 
have been scheduled (according to its periodicity), to when the task is actually 
scheduled by the RTOS. 
2. Average and Worst-Case Start Delay – The time from which a task has been 
scheduled to run by the RTOS to when the RTOS actually gets around to running 
the scheduled task. 
Furthermore, the number of scheduled instances and the number of run instances of each 
task is automatically recorded by the RTOS in order to ensure that the expected number of task 
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instances (based on task periodicity) has been satisfied. For example, a task that is configured to 
run once every 100 milliseconds is expected to run 100 times over a ten-second interval. 
4.2.1.2 - Validating I/O Functionality 
Because basic I/O interface functionality is provided by Freescale Semiconductor via 
serial communication over USB using a UART, testing of the I/O interface is not extensive. In 
particular, several strings of characters of varying lengths are transmitted to the CodeWarrior 
debug terminal.  
4.2.1.3 - Validating Simple Timing Functionality 
Timing is tested in two ways: Externally via a stopwatch, and internally relative to other 
captured times. For the stopwatch test, times are displayed via the serial I/O at one-second 
intervals, and compared to the values on the stopwatch. Timer dividers are checked to ensure that 
displayed times should and do match stopwatch values (there is additional delay due to the serial 
I/O display latency).  
Internally, the timing functionality is checked by running individual instances of different 
tasks inside of the main routine (without the RTOS). Times are captured and compared in order 
to determine total task run time. Task instances are then placed in a loop in which tasks are run 
continuously (without the RTOS) for a desired period of time (i.e.: 10 seconds, etc.). By 
comparing the number of task instances that are run over this period to the task execution time, 
timing functionality is verified. 
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Further testing of the timing functionality is performed by timing the amount of time that 
it takes to get the current time in microseconds, and ensuring that this time is less than one-tenth 
of a microsecond, so as not to impact the results of other testing significantly. 
4.2.1.4 - Validating Automatic Time-Capture Functionality 
The automatic time-capture functionality of the RTOS is tested by separately testing each 
of the individual time and instance statistics captured. In particular, C code is inserted into three 
separate regions of the RTOS in order to capture statistics; therefore, verifying time-capture 
functionality consists of explicitly capturing simple time data in microseconds and manually 
computing average times / worst-case execution times in the following locations: 
1. The SPMMT simulator Deadline-Based Memory Swapper 
a. Number of Memory Swaps from WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT 
b. WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT time 
c. Number of Memory Swaps from ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT 
d. ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT time 
e. Total Time Spent Executing Completion Point Scans 
f. Total Time Spent Executing Scheduling Point Scans 
 
2. RTOS Scheduler 
a. Task x Total Number of Scheduled Instances  
b. Task x Total Number of Run Iterations  
c. Task x Worst-Case Scheduling Delay  
d. Task x Average Scheduling Delay   
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e. Task x Worst-Case Start Delay  
f. Task x Average Start Delay   
g. Total System Idle Time  
 
3. RTOS Kernel 
a. Task x Worst-Case Slack Time  
b. Task x Average Slack Time  
c. Task x Worst-Case Execution Time  
d. Task x Average Execution Time  
4.2.1.5 - Validating the Schedulability Analyzer 
 The schedulability analyzer is validated through the use of processor breakpoints and 
timing analyses. Schedulable and un-schedulable task sets are run on the processor, and task 
slack times are measured to ensure schedulability. Further, breakpoints are inserted within 
schedulability analyzer code in order to determine if the schedulability analyzer detected 
schedulable or un-schedulable task instances for each set of tested tasks.  
4.2.2 – SPMMT simulator Validation 
The purpose of this section of the validation methodology is to ensure the proper 
operation of all portions of the SPMMT simulator developed for this thesis. In particular, each 
primary element of the SPMMT simulator is tested separately to ensure correctness. Element-
wise tests of the SPMMT simulator are split into test-cases. 
A. Validating Task Parameter Operation 
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B. Validating Global Parameter Operation 
C. Validating the RT Task Simulator 
D. Validating Memory Swapping Functionality 
E. Validating Test Bench Operation 
4.2.2.1 - Validating Task Parameter Operation 
 Task parameter validation is performed by individually testing each task parameter to 
ensure two things (in the following list). Both of these tests are performed using the built-in USB 
debugger on the MCF52259 within CodeWarrior. 
1. That changing the task parameter throughout the desired range of experimental 
testing does not result in errors at run-time. 
2. That changes to task parameters result in changes to task run-time that are within 
an anticipated range. 
4.2.2.1.1 Error-Checking and Parameter Range 
For the first test, each task parameter is manually changed in the test bench header file 
several times, such that all necessary parameter values are checked (via visual inspection). For 
example, with respect to CBLs, CBL values of between 0 and 100 are checked. Because CBLs of 
greater than 100 will not be used for experimental purposes, greater values are not tested. For 
each time that a task parameter is edited, the simulator is run and timing statistics for the task 
whose parameters have been modified are captured. Results of timing analyses are checked to 
ensure no anomalies (e.g.: that times did not decrease when they were expected to increase, or 
decrease when they were expected to decrease). Further, the debugger is used to step-through 
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execution to ensure that the appropriate number of iterations are performed for changes in 
parameter values, and that the appropriate paths are executed / functions are called. 
4.2.2.1.2 Result-Checking 
For the second test, task parameters are again modified within the test bench header file 
several times. However, instead of modifying parameters such that tests span the range of 
necessary values to test, parameters are modified by orders of magnitude (x10, x2, etc). For each 
increase in parameter magnitude, the task simulator is run. Timing statistic output is examined in 
order to determine whether changes to the parameters resulted in a large or small increase or 
decrease in task run-time. Changes to different parameters are made and timing results are 
compared to one another for each test in order to ensure similar magnitude increases for 
parameters which have a similar impact on task run-time. 
4.2.2.2 - Validating Global Parameter Operation 
 Global parameter operation is verified in a very similar fashion as task parameter 
validation. However, because there are only three global parameters, each is tested separately: 
1. SPM_TO_SDRAM_MAR Validation – The operation of the memory access ratio between 
SPM and SDRAM is validated by changing the ratio in increasing orders of magnitude and 
measuring the effect that these changes have on task execution time while all other task 
parameters remain constant (with the number of memory accesses set to 100 for each task). 
This is performed with and without cache simulation enabled. In this way, the effect of MAR 
on execution time can be directly measured and checked against expected time increases. 
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2. SPMA_MODE Validation – The operation of the SPM mode is validated through the use of 
the debugger to ensure that, for every task execution, the proper SPM mode is enabled. In 
addition, the number of SPM swaps is recorded to ensure that the expected number of 
ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT and WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT 
memory swaps occurs for certain task sets. 
3. SPM_SWAP_TIME Validation – The SPM swap time operation does not require complex 
validation. Timing statistic gathering is inserted into the code, which measures the amount of 
time that is spent performing memory swaps. This amount of time is compared to the desired 
memory swap time specified by the user. 
4.2.2.3 - Validating the RT Task Simulator 
 Because task parameters are tested separately, the effect of changes to task parameters, 
and the total task execution time is not considered when validating the RT task simulator, as this 
was done in test cases A and B. Instead, the validation of the RT task simulator consists of the 
following tests: 
1. Validation of Execution-path Determination 
2. Validation of cache Simulation 
Execution-path determination is validated using the CodeWarrior debugger. A single task 
is loaded into the RTOS, and run. Breakpoints within the debugger are manually used to count 
the number of times this task runs / reaches the execution-path determination point. Further 
breakpoints are used to count the number of times that a worst-case or average-case execution 
path have been run. After execution is complete, the number of average-case and worst-case 
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execution paths indicated by the debugger breakpoints is compared to the average-case to worst-
case ratio specified for the task in the test bench header file. 
 Validation of proper cache simulation is also done using the debugger. Again, a single 
task is loaded into the RTOS and run. Debugger breakpoints are used to count the number of 
times that the task reaches each cache simulation point within the code. Breakpoints are used to 
verify the following: 
1. Cache simulation does not run when it is disabled. 
2. Cache simulation properly handles avertable CBLs: That it does not simulate 
CBLs for matching execution-path / SPM allocation strategy pairs. 
3. Appropriate number of loop iterations are performed according to the number 
of CBLs specified by the task parameters and MAR. 
4.2.2.4 - Validating Memory Swapping Functionality 
 There are two versions of memory swapping utilized by the SPMMT simulator. The first 
type of memory swapping is simulated using user-specified time. This is tested when the global 
parameter for memory swap time is tested; therefore, only the non-simulated memory swapping 
functionality is validated.  
 Non-simulated memory swapping functionality is validated using the CodeWarrior 
debugger. Two tasks are loaded into the RTOS and run. The tasks are defined such that memory 
swapping will be performed. Further, this test is performed with both memory swapping enabled 
and memory swapping disabled to validate the operation of the memory swap enable / disable 
feature. For each ACETRB SPMMT to WCETRB SPMMT memory swap, several random 
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memory addresses are compared before / after the swap to ensure that it completed successfully. 
This process is repeated for each WCETRB SPMMT to ACETRB SPMMT memory swap.  
4.2.2.5 - Validating Test Bench Operation 
 Because the modification of task parameters using the test bench header file is tested in 
test-case A, test bench operation is validated by ensuring the proper operation of the access 
functions and utility functions provided by the test bench. Each of these functions is tested using 
the debugger. Test bench functions are used to specify test cases to run and global parameters to 
be changed. A single task is loaded and run for each set of test bench functions being validated, 
and breakpoints in the code are used to stop execution and examine the contents of variables to 
ensure that the correct values have indeed been loaded into memory. 
 
4.3 – EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY 
 The experiment methodology portion of the Chapter describes how the SPMMT 
simulator is used to compare the different SPM management strategies (ACETRB SPMMT, 
WCETRB SPMMT, SDSPMS) under different RT task conditions. In particular, test cases are 
defined and the reasoning behind each one is examined. This portion of the Chapter is split into 
two sections: 
• Section 1 – The One-Task Experiment Methodology: Defines experiments to record real-
time task execution time data for simulations of individual tasks running on the RTOS 
under various conditions with varying parameters. This allows a baseline to be 
established. 
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• Section 2 – The Multi-Task Experiment Methodology: Defines experiments to record 
real-time execution, slack, scheduling, and other timing data for simulations of multiple 
tasks running on the RTOS simultaneously. The purpose of this test plan is to thoroughly 
test the effect of combinations of task parameters and tasks with varying real-time 
scheduling constraints on the average execution times and worst-case slack times of those 
tasks. 
4.3.1 – The One-Task Experiment Methodology  
 The goal of the one-task experiments is to observe the effect of changes to SPMMT 
simulator task parameters on task runtime performance. Specifically, each of the three primary 
task attributes is independently tested: 
• Experiment Set A – Average-case / worst-case memory access tests 
• Experiment Set B – Average-case / worst-case cache block load tests 
• Experiment Set C – Computations per memory access tests 
• Experiment Set D – SDRAM to SRAM Equivalency Ratio 
For all of the experiments, parameters are increased by orders of magnitude so that 
overall trends can be determined (dominance of one parameter on execution time, etc.). 
Furthermore, all of these tests are performed under both the ACETRB SPMMT and the 
WCETRB SPMMT strategies. The SDSPMS strategy is not employed, because the task is 
always configured such that its deadline will be met. 
The primary purpose of the one-task experiments is to test performance metrics that are 
not affected by real-time schedulability conditions. However, a secondary purpose is to provide a 
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basis for comparison for the multi-task experiments. The one-task experiments provide insight 
into how task parameter ratios influence execution time, and when certain task parameters 
dominate execution time. Furthermore, the one-task experiments serve to determine when one 
SPM management strategy always performs better or worse than the other. 
4.3.1.1 - Independent Variables – Average and Worst-case Memory Accesses 
 For the average and worst-case memory access experiment, three levels of memory 
accesses are tested: small, medium and large.  
• Small: 100 Accesses 
• Medium: 1,000 Accesses 
• Large: 10,000 Accesses 
Furthermore, four experiments are performed. The first two experiments utilizes an 
ACET to WCET ratio of 1:1. The second two experiments utilizes an ACET to WCET ratio of 
1:2. For each set of two experiments, CBLs are modified. For the first experiment in each set, 
CBLs are set to 2 ACET Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 WCET static. 
Furthermore, the C per MA ratio is 2:1. For the second experiment in each set, all CBLs are set 
to 0 to indicate a system where all loads occur out of SPM. Because all loads occur in SPM, only 
the ACETRB SPMMT strategy is used for the second set of tests. The following experiments are 
performed: 
1. CBL Set # 1. ACETRB SPMMT. # Accesses = Small, Medium, Large. 
2. CBL Set # 2 (No CBLs). ACETRB SPMMT. # Accesses = Small, Medium, Large. 
3. CBL Set # 1. WCETRB SPMMT. # Accesses = Small, Medium, Large. 
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4. CBL Set # 2 (No CBLs). WCETRB SPMMT. # Accesses = Small, Medium, Large. 
4.3.1.2 - Independent Variables – Average and Worst-case CBLs 
 Because there are many different combinations of CBLs that all differently affect 
execution time depending on which SPM management strategy is employed, several experiments 
are performed which test CBLs.For all of these experiments, the C per MA ratio is set to 2:1. The 
number of memory accesses is changed for the second segment of testing. The following 
experiments are performed: 
1. WCET:ACET Ratio = 1:1. ACETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Non-avertable CBLs = 2/4, 8/16, 
32/64 
2. WCET:ACET Ratio = 1:1. WCETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Non-avertable CBLs = 2/4, 
8/16, 32/64 
3. WCET:ACET Ratio = 2:1. ACETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Non-avertable CBLs = 2/4, 8/16, 
32/64 
4. WCET:ACET Ratio = 2:1. WCETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Non-avertable CBLs = 2/4, 
8/16, 32/64 
5. WCET:ACET Ratio = 1:1. ACETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Avertable CBLs= 2/4, 8/16, 
32/64 
6. WCET:ACET Ratio = 1:1. WCETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Avertable CBLs= 2/4, 8/16, 
32/64 
7. WCET:ACET Ratio = 2:1. ACETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Avertable CBLs= 2/4, 8/16, 
32/64 
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8. WCET:ACET Ratio = 2:1. WCETRB SPMMT. AC/WC Avertable CBLs= 2/4, 8/16, 
32/64 
4.3.1.3 - Independent Variable – Computation per Memory Access 
The number of computations per memory access affects the total amount of task 
execution time, and also the ratio of total execution time to CBL-based execution time. For all of 
these tests, CBLs are set to 2 ACET Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 WCET 
static. Two experiments are performed: 
1. 1000 ACET:2000 WCET Accesses ACETRB SPMMT C:MA = 1:1, 2:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1 
2. 10000 ACET:20000 WCET Accesses ACETRB SPMMT C:MA = 1:1, 2:1,5:1,10:1, 20:1 
4.3.1.3 - Independent Variable – SDRAM to SRAM Equivalency Ratio 
 The SDRAM to SRAM equivalency ratio directly affects CBL time. As the ratio 
increases, the dominance of CBL time on task execution time increases. For all of these tests, 
CBLs are set to 2 ACET Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 WCET static. C to 
MA is set to 2:1. One experiment is performed for SDRAM:SRAM = 25, 50, 100, 200, 400. 
4.3.2 – The Multi-Task Experiment Methodology 
 The goal of the multi-task experiments is to observe the effect of changes to task runtime 
and scheduling conditions, and the effect of different SPM memory allocation strategies on task 
execution time and slack time performance. Testing each task parameter individually for each of 
several tasks for each of several SPM allocation strategies is infeasible because it would require 
thousands of test cases. Therefore, experiments which show the effect of several different types 
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of changes on task parameters are performed in order to show trends only. Specifically, the 
following experiments are performed. 
• Experiment Set A – The effect of ACET:WCET ratio and average-cases per 
worst-case on ACETRB and WCETRB performance. 
• Experiment Set B – The effect of worst-case processor utilization on RT 
performance with the WCETRB, ACETRB, and SDAWS SPMMTs. This is the 
most comprehensive experiment set performed for this thesis. 
• Experiment Set C – The effect of memory swap time on SDAWS performance. 
• Experiment Set D – The effect of task desired deadlines on SDAWS performance. 
For all of the experiments, parameters are increased by orders of magnitude so that 
overall trends can be determined, e.g., dominance of one parameter on execution time. For tests 
performed within each experiment, average and worst-case execution time and slack time are 
obtained. These times are compared to one another to determine when different SPM allocation 
strategies may be employed to increase WCET or ACET performance. 
The primary purpose of the multi-task experiments is to answer the following questions: 
1. When should the WCETRB SPMMT be used instead of the ACETRB SPMMT? 
2. How much ACET improvement the ACETRB SPMMT holds over the WCETRB 
SPMMT in each of many different scenarios? 
3. How much slack-time improvement the WCETRB SPMMT holds over the 
ACETRB SPMMT in each of many different scenarios? 
4. Under what scenarios the SDAWS achieves smaller slack times than ACETRB 
SPMMT, but faster ACETs than WCETRB SPMMT? 
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5. Under which scenarios does the SDAWS achieve the greatest performance? 
3.4.2.1 -  Independent Variables – ACET:WCET Ratio and Average-Cases per Worst-Case 
 The ACET:WCET ratio and the number of average-case path executions per worst-case 
path execution affect average execution time reduction (not ACET). Therefore, it is necessary to 
change these parameters to determine overall performance gains that can be achieved through the 
use of the ACETRB SPMMT. All of these tests are performed with a C to MA ratio of 2:1. For 
all of these tests, CBLs are set to 2 ACET Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 
WCET static. ACET:WCET experiments are performed for 9 average case path executions per 
worst-case. Average-cases per worst-case experiments are performed with an ACET:WCET of 
1:2. All of these experiments are executed with two identical tasks running on the processor. The 
following experiments are performed: 
1. ACET:WCET Experiment: ACETRB SPMMT ACET:WCET = 1:1, 1:2, 1:4 
2. ACET:WCET Experiment: WCETRB SPMMT ACET:WCET = 1:1, 1:2, 1:4 
3. ACs per WC Experiment: ACETRB SPMMT ACs per WC = 9, 3, 1 
4. ACs per WC Experiment: WCETRB SPMMT ACs per WC = 9, 3, 1 
3.4.2.2 -  Independent Variable –Worst-Case Processor Utilization  
A large number of worst-case processor utilization experiments are performed in order to 
measure slack time performance of tasks under the various SPMMTs.  Some of these 
experiments utilize two tasks, some utilize three tasks, and others utilize a variable number of 
tasks. All of these experiments are performed with a C to MA ratio of 2:1. For all of these 
experiments, CBLs are set to 2 ACET Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 WCET 
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static. Further, these experiments use an ACET:WCET ratio of 1:2, and one average case path 
execution for every worst-case path execution (to increase worst-case task stack-up frequency). 
IMPORTANT NOTE: The worst-case processor utilization used for these experiments is 
calculated according to the ACETRB SPMMT to ensure a fair basis for comparison. 
3.4.2.2.1 – 2 Identical Task Experiments: Proc Utilization Via Varied Task Repetition Periods 
1. ACETRB SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%. 
2. WCETRB SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%. 
3. SDAWS SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%. 
3.4.2.2.2 – 2 Identical Task Experiments: Proc Utilization Via Varied Task Execution Times 
1. ACETRB SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%. 
2. WCETRB SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%. 
3. SDAWS SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%. 
3.4.2.2.3 – Processor Utilization by Varied Numbers of Tasks 
1. ACETRB SPMMT. # Tasks(Proc Util) = 2(24%), 3(36%), 4(48%), 6(73%), 8(97.5%) 
2. WCETRB SPMMT. # Tasks(Proc Util) = 2(24%), 3(36%), 4(48%), 6(73%), 8(97.5%) 
3.4.2.2.4 – 3-Task, Aperiodic Distortion Experiments (Two Small, Frequent, Low Priority Tasks. 
1 Large, Infrequent, High Priority Task) 
1. ACETRB SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 97% 
2. WCETRB SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 97% 
3. SDAWS SPMMT. Proc Utilization = 97% 
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3.4.2.3 -  Independent Variable – SPM Swap Time  
 SPM swap time is the primary factor affecting the ability of the SDAWS SPMMT to 
serve as a compromise solution between the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs. The following 
experiment is performed as an extension of the 3-Task, aperiodic task experiments. As with those 
experiments, this experiment is performed with a C to MA ratio of 2:1. CBLs are set to 2 ACET 
Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 WCET static. Further, these experiments use 
an ACET:WCET ratio of 1:2, and one average case path execution for every worst-case path 
execution (to increase worst-case task stack-up frequency). 
 SPM swap time itself it not enough to characterize the performance of the SDAWS 
SPMMT. This is because what matters is the ratio between SPM swap time and worst-case task 
stack up WCET. Therefore, the following SPM swap time to WCET ratios are tested (in terms of 
SPM swap time as a percentage of WCET): 0.17%, 0.45%, 0.87%, 1.7%, 6.31%, and 8.4%. 
3.4.2.4 -  Independent Variable – Desired Deadline Threshold 
 The task desired deadline threshold affects when the RTOS determines when to perform 
SPM swaps. A small desired deadline threshold (e.g.: 50% of task the task deadline), results in 
more SPM swaps, while a large desired deadline threshold (e.g.:85% of task deadline), results in 
fewer SPM swaps. As with other experiments, this experiment is performed with a C to MA ratio 
of 2:1. CBLs are set to 2 ACET Floating, 2 ACET Static, 2 WCET Floating, and 2 WCET static. 
Further, these experiments use an ACET:WCET ratio of 1:2, and one average case path 
execution for every worst-case path execution (to increase worst-case task stack-up frequency). 
 This experiment utilizes five identical tasks with different periodicities and priorities 
running simultaneously on the RTOS at 95% worst-case processor utilization. Because this 
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experiment tests SDAWS slack time performance versus the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs, 
a large memory swap time to WCET ratio is utilized (at a ratio of 1:12).  The experiment is 
performed for the following deadline thresholds: 45%, 65%, 85%. 
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CHAPTER 5 – RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This chapter summarizes the results obtained from the experiments conducted using the 
RTOS and SPMMT simulator. The results displayed in this chapter highlight differences 
between the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs and quantify the performance of the SDAWS 
SPMMT. A majority of the results of experiments performed for this thesis are not displayed in 
this chapter — only a subset of the most pertinent pieces of data are presented in order to show 
important trends. It is outside of the scope of this thesis to test all possible real-time/resource-
constraint scenarios; therefore, while results from each experiment indicate performance trends / 
ranges, the precise microsecond values displayed are not indicative of any particular system. 
(They are artifacts of the Freescale Coldfire MCF5225 development kit on which the SPMMT 
simulator was run.)  
While independent variables were adjusted over a wide range for each experiment, the 
entire range of possible values could not be covered for every test. Each experiment measures the 
effect of a single independent variable. Experiments are not run for every possible independent 
variable combination – because this would require hundreds of additional experiments. However, 
the trends displayed in the results of this section indicate the effect of parameter changes on 
performance, so a trend shown in one experiment – showing the effect of a certain parameter – 
would carry-over to any other experiment involving changes to that same parameter. 
Simulator is used to refer to the SPMMT simulator in this section. Experiment refers to a 
set of tests measuring the effect of change to an independent variable. Test refers to an individual 
test for a specific parameter set. Because this thesis performed an extensive set of experiments, 
created unique metrics, and used them to evaluate the performance of different SPMMTs, the 
results and analysis chapter is split into three sections. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: The introduction defines the metrics used to evaluate SPMMT 
performance and briefly summarizes findings from all experiments. This section also lays 
out which experiments will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 
2. COMPARISON OF ACETRB AND WCETRB SPMMTs: This section describes the 
performance differences between the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs. The SPMMTs 
were evaluated under resource-unconstrained conditions using single task experiments 
and under resource-constrained conditions via multi-task experiments. Further, 
performance of each of these SPMMTs translates directly to performance of SDAWS 
while operating under the corresponding (ACETRB or WCETRB) SPM mode. 
3. THE EFFECT OF SDAWS OVERHEAD ON SDAWS PERFORMANCE: This 
section shows the effect of RTOS overhead incurred due to SDAWS. This includes 
schedulability-analysis overhead and SPM swapping overhead. This part of the chapter 
summarizes the results of all experiments used to evaluate the overhead performance of 
SDAWS. 
 
5.1 – INTRODUCTION 
The introduction section consists of three parts: 
1. Metric Definitions: Carefully defines each of the metrics utilized by this thesis, how 
they are used, and why they are used. 
2. SPMMT-Independent Simulation Parameters: Explains the effect of simulator 
parameters that affect task execution time equally regardless of the SPMMT loaded. 
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3. Experiment List and Brief Summary of Findings: Lists each experiment performed for 
this thesis and briefly describes the significant results. 
 
5.1.1 – Metric Definitions 
This thesis defines several different metrics that are used to characterize SPMMT 
performance for different experiments. Each of these metrics is explained and is defined by an 
equation. The use for each metric is described as well. (Note that the equations in this section do 
not include normalization to 100%.) 
 
5.1.1.1 – ACETRB SPMMT: Percent ACET Reduction 
The percent ACET reduction (equation 9) is the average-case execution path speedup due 
to the ACETRB SPMMT. ACET reduction under the ACETRB SPMMT is measured relative to 
ACET under the WCETRB SPMMT.  
Percent ACET Reduction = 1 −
:
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            (9) 
Percent ACET reduction is used to characterize performance improvements of the ACETRB 
SPMMT versus the WCETRB SPMMT. 
 
5.1.1.2 – WCETRB SPMMT: Percent WCET Reduction 
The percent WCET reduction (equation 10) is the worst-case execution path speedup due 
to the WCETRB SPMMT. WCET reduction under the WCETRB SPMMT is measured relative 
to WCET under the ACETRB SPMMT.  
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Percent WCET Reduction = 1 −
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            (10) 
Percent WCET reduction is used to characterize performance improvements of the WCETRB 
SPMMT versus the ACETRB SPMMT. 
 
5.1.1.3 – ACETRB SPMMT: Percent Average Execution Time Decrease 
While ACET and WCET only depend upon execution time for particular execution paths 
through code, average execution time depends upon execution time through all execution paths. 
The average execution time (equation 11) is the average amount of time that it took for a single 
task instance to complete execution. 
Average Execution Time (AET) =
<BCD<EF;GH<IJH
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            (11) 
Percent average execution time (AET) reduction (equation 12) is the average task instance 
speedup due to the ACETRB SPMMT. 
Percent AET Reduction = 1 −
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            (12) 
Percent AET reduction is used to determine whether it is worthwhile to use the ACETRB 
SPMMT. 
 
5.1.1.4 – Percent Slack Time Increase 
 Slack time is the amount of time between when a task completes and the hard deadline for 
that task. The WCETRB and SDAWS SPMMTs offer increased slack time versus the ACETRB 
SPMMT. Therefore, slack time increases are measured with respect to the ACETRB SPMMT. 
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The percent slack time increase (equation 13) is the amount of additional slack time gained 
through the use of either the WCETRB or SDAWS SPMMTs. 
Percent Slack Time Increase =
UDRF<IJH(?
;<=> BN UV:?U)
UDRF<IJH(:
;<=>)
− 1 
            (13) 
Slack time is used to characterize task schedulability performance gains of the WCETRB 
and SDAWS SPMMTs versus the ACETRB SPMMT. 
 
5.1.1.5 – RTOS Overhead Percentage 
 RTOS overhead is defined as any execution time that is not spent executing task 
simulations, which includes timing analyses, kernel operation, etc. Overhead is computed from 
three types of measured times: total task execution time (i.e., the sum of all task execution times 
for a single task), idle time (i.e., the amount of time the processor spends performing no 
operations), and total runtime (i.e., the time from when a test begins to when the test stops 
running). The percent RTOS overhead (equation 14) is the average percentage of processor time 
that is spent executing overhead functions.  
Percent RTOS Overhead = 1 −
(PXDH<IJH +  ( TotalTaskExeTime[i])

2
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            (14) 
RTOS overhead is used to characterize the performance of the SDAWS SPMMT versus the 
ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs. 
 
5.1.1.6 – Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
The worst-case processor utilization is the percentage of processor time that must be 
spent executing tasks in order for tasks to meet their deadlines under a worst-case task stack-up. 
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This work defines a worst-case task stack-up as a scheduling event in which all tasks are 
scheduled to run at the same time, and all tasks take their WCETs to run. The worst-case task 
slack time is the smallest slack time that occurs out of all task instances run. The desired 
completion time (DCT) of the most frequent task is the amount of time that all tasks scheduled 
during a worst-case task stack-up had to complete; therefore, the worst-case processor utilization 
(equation 15) is the percentage of the most frequent task’s DCT that is spent executing tasks 
under a worst-case task stack-up. 
Worst Case Processor Utilization
=
(V
<[[BEC \NH]LHQC <EF] − ?BNEC
EHUDRF<IJH)
V
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− 1 
            (15) 
Worst case processor utilization is used to characterize the performance of the ACETRB, 
WCETRB, and SDAWS SPMMTs under resource constrained conditions. 
 
5.1.1.7 – SPM Swap Time : WCET Ratio As Percentage 
 The SPM swap time (SPMST) to WCET ratio is the ratio of the total amount of time 
required to perform an SPM swap for all tasks to the total amount of execution time required to 
execute all tasks in the event of a worst-case task stack-up. This thesis presents the SPM swap 
time (SPMST) to WCET ratio as the percentage of total worst-case task stack-up WCET required 
to perform the SPMST (equation 16).  
SPMST: WCET Percentage =
U`[U<
( WCET[i]

2
 
            (16) 
SPMST:WCET percentage is used to characterize task slack time performance and or detriment 
due to SDAWS . 
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5.1.2 – SPMMT-Independent Simulation Parameters 
Each task parameter specifiable in the SPMMT simulator has a different effect on task 
performance. While some of these parameters affect the execution time of a simulated task under 
one SPMMT more than under another (i.e., SPMMT-dependent parameters), other parameters 
affect the execution time of tasks regardless of the SPMMT being tested (i.e., SPMMT-
independent parameters). This section briefly reviews the SPMMT-independent simulation 
parameters. The following parameters are characterized as SPMMT-independent: 
1. Memory Accesses 
2. Computations Per Memory Access 
3. SRAM to SDRAM Memory Access Ratio 
 
5.1.2.1 – The Effect of Memory Accesses 
This thesis uses memory accesses or accesses as a shorthand for simulated load and store 
memory operations. This is because the simulator performs one integer load operation and one 
integer store operation for each access. The parameters for this experiment shown in Table 2 
(below), indicate that one arithmetic computation is performed per memory access in addition to 
the load and store operation. 
Table 3: Experiment Parameters: Memory Accesses 
Experiment Independent Variables: Memory Accesses 
Number of Tasks:  1 
SRAM to SDRAM Memory Access Ratio 200 
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Computations Per Memory Access 1 
Cache Block Loads 0 
 
Table 4 – Task Execution Time due to Memory Accesses (All variables in SPM) 
 
Table 4 shows the effect of the number of memory accesses on ACET and WCET in 
microseconds. There is a crisp, linear relationship between the number of accesses and the 
execution time. This is due to the fact that no cache block loads are simulated for this 
experiment. Furthermore, there is only one execution path for this experiment (containing the 
specified number of accesses within it); therefore, the difference between ACET and WCET is 
not due to task parameters. The WCET reflects fluctuations caused by the RTOS and simulator. 
 
5.1.2.2 – The Effect of Computations per Memory Access 
In the previous experiment, computations per memory access (C per MA) was held 
constant at one C per MA while the number of memory accesses was varied. In the following 
experiment, the C to MA ratio is changed while other parameters are held constant (see Table 4 
below). 
Table 4: Experiment Parameters: Computations Per Memory Access 
Experiment Independent Variables: Computations Per Memory Access 
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Number of Tasks:  1 
SRAM to SDRAM Memory Access Ratio 200 
Number of Memory Accesses 10,000 
Cache Block Loads 0 
 
Table 5 – Computations per Memory Access (10,000 Memory Accesses) 
 
 
Figure 10 – ACET by Computations Per Memory Access (10,000 Memory Accesses) 
Table 5 and figure 10 show that a small C to MA ratio does not drive execution time. 
This is because, for small C to MA ratios, the majority of execution time is spent performing 
load and store operations. As the C to MA ratio rises, the effect of computations on execution 
time increases. To confirm this, the experiment was performed for 1,000 accesses. This second 
experiment produced the same relationship between the C to MA ratio and task ACET. 
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5.1.2.3 – The Effect of The SRAM to SDRAM Memory Access Ratio 
Because the RTOS and SPMMT simulator of this thesis are executed on a Freescale 
MCF5225 development board, no external SDRAM is available. Therefore, instead of using 
SDRAM to execute experiments, SDRAM is simulated via repeated SRAM accesses. The 
number of SRAM accesses equating to one SDRAM access is referred to as the SRAM to 
SDRAM access ratio.  
Cache block loads are necessary in order to test the SRAM to SDRAM access ratio 
because the simulator does not perform memory accesses out of SDRAM. Rather, the simulator 
assumes that any accesses that do not occur out of SRAM occur out of cache. Therefore, the 
simulator simulates CBLs by looping through SRAM accesses according to the SRAM to 
SDRAM access ratio such that each CBL adds a significant amount of delay. Table 6 (below) 
shows the parameters of the memory access ratio experiment. 
Table 6: Experiment Parameters: SRAM to SDRAM Memory Access Ratio 
Experiment Independent Variables: SRAM to SDRAM Memory Access Ratio 
Number of Tasks:  1 
Computations Per Memory Access 1 
Number of Memory Accesses 1,000 
Cache Block Loads 2 Average-Case, 2 Worst-Case 
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Figure 11 – ACET by SRAM to SDRAM Ratio (1k MAs, 2 Average-Case CBLs) 
 
Figure 12 – WCET by SRAM to SDRAM Ratio (1k MAs, 4 Worst-Case CBLs) 
In Figures 11 and 12, the time below the dark gray line represents time spent performing 
load, store, and arithmetic operations, while the time above the dark gray line represents time 
spent waiting for CBLs. As the SRAM to SDRAM access ratio increases, the amount of time 
waiting for CBLs increases proportionally. Because there are twice as many worst-case path 
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CBLs as average-case path CBLs, the WCET increases more rapidly versus the ACET as the 
SRAM to SDRAM access ratio increases. 
 
5.1.3 – Experiment List and Brief Summary of Findings 
This section briefly lists the general findings for each set of experiments that has a 
significant effect on SPMMT performance. All of the experiments are listed according to the 
independent variable that was modified in order to determine a corresponding performance trend. 
Experiments listed in boldface are discussed in this chapter. Experiments that are italicized are 
not discussed in this chapter — their results are shown in Appendix A. Experiments that directly 
affect SPMMT performance are underlined. Brief explanations are provided next to these 
experiments indicating why they directly affect SPMMT performance, and how. Experiments are 
listed in the order in which they are discussed in this chapter (or ordered in Appendix A, for 
those not discussed in this chapter). 
• Average and Worst-Case CBLs 
o Same Average and Worst-Case CBLs 
o Twice Worst-Case as Average-Case CBLs 
 Equal Non-Avertable and Avertable CBLs  
• Note: Floating CBLs are CBLs that may be avoided depending on the 
SPMMT used 
• Note: Avertable CBLs are CBLs that cannot be avoided regardless of the 
SPMMT used) 
 Varied Non-Avertable CBLs 
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 Varied Avertable CBLs – Avertable CBLs affect SPMMT 
performance because they are performed only under either the 
ACETRB SPMMT or the WCETRB SPMMT, but not both. The 
number of memory accesses into each avertable CBL determines the 
influence of avertable CBLs on SPMMT performance. 
• ACET:WCET Ratio – As WCET increases, average task execution time increases, 
thereby limiting the ability of the ACETRB SPMMT to reduce average execution 
time. 
• Average-Cases Per Worst-Case– As worst-case path frequency increases, average 
task execution time increases, thereby limiting the ability of the ACETRB SPMMT to 
reduce average execution time. 
• Worst-Case Processor Utilization – As worst-case processor utilization increases, 
slack time gains achieved through the use of SDAWS or through the WCETRB 
SPMMT increase. The slack time requirements specified by developers determine 
whether the SDAWS or WCETRB SPMMTs should be used instead of the ACETRB 
SPMMT. 
o Varied Task Frequencies 
o Varied Task Execution Times 
o Varied Number of Tasks 
o Aperiodic Disturbance 
 Varied Distortion and Task Frequency 
 Varied Distortion Size 
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• Varied Task Frequency (RTOS Overhead Experiment) – Task frequency affects 
the number of computations that must be performed by the RTOS. Because the 
SDAWS SPMMT requires more RTOS computations per task instance than the 
ACETRB or WCETRB SPMMTs, task frequency directly affects the performance of 
the SDAWS SPMMT.  
• Varied SPM Swap Times – SPM swap time affects the ability of SDAWS to achieve 
increased slack time performance versus the ACETRB SPMMT. As SPM swap time 
increases, slack time gains due to SDAWS are reduced. It is possible for slack times 
under SDAWS to be smaller than slack times under the ACETRB SPMMT if SPM 
swap time is too large. When this is the case, SDAWS should not be used. 
• Desired Deadline Threshold – As the desired deadline threshold is increased 
(toward 100% of a task’s hard deadline), the number of SPM swaps performed by 
SDAWS decreases. Fewer SPM swaps result in less RTOS overhead and less swap-
back time, (i.e., time required to swap back to the ACETRB SPMMT once the worst-
case stack-up has completed). It is possible for swap-back time to result in reduced 
SDAWS slack time performance for large SPM swap times, if the swap-back 
intersects with the next worst-case task stack-up, (which must wait for the swap-back 
to complete before executing). 
 
5.2 – COMPARISON OF THE ACETRB AND WCETRB SPMMTS  
The comparison of the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs is divided into three sections. 
• Section 1 – Analysis of Non-Avertable and Avertable Cache Block Loads 
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• Section 2 – Analysis of ACETRB Average Execution Time Reduction 
• Section 3 – Analysis of Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
In all of the experiments run for this section, the number of computations per memory access (C 
to MA) and the memory access ratio (MAR) are fixed.  
• C to MA = 2 
• MAR = 200 SRAM accesses per SDRAM access 
5.2.1 – Analysis of Non-Avertable and Avertable Cache Block Loads 
 ACET and WCET performance is affected by cache block load time. The amount of time 
required to perform each CBL and the number of CBLs to perform both affect execution time. 
These are the only two factors when no SPM is used; however, the use of SPM causes CBLs to 
be averted. 
 Under the ACETRB SPMMT, CBLs are averted along the average-case execution path. 
Under the WCETRB SPMMT, CBLs are averted along the worst-case execution path. However, 
it is not always possible to avert all CBLs along each path, depending on the size of SPM relative 
to the total size of variables along each path. CBLs that can be averted depending on the 
SPMMT loaded are referred to by this thesis as avertable CBLs. CBLs that cannot be averted 
regardless of the SPMMT loaded are referred to by this thesis as non-avertable CBLs. 
 
5.2.1.1 – The Effect of Non-Avertable Cache Block Loads (CBLs) 
 Tables 7, 8, and 9 show the parameters and results of an experiment of the effect of a 
relative increase in non-avertable CBLs on ACET/WCET under each of the ACETRB and 
WCETRB SPMMTs. 
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Table 7: Experiment Parameters: Non-Avertable CBLs 
Experiment Independent Variables: Non-Avertable CBLs 
Number of Tasks:  1 
WCET:ACET Ratio  2:1 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  2 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  Variable 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  4 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  Variable 
 
Table 8 – ACETRB SPMMT (2 Avertable CBLs for Average-Case, 4 Avertable CBLs for 
Worst-Case) with  Average-Case Accesses: Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:2000 
 
Table 9 – WCETRB SPMMT (2 Avertable CBLs for Average-Case, 4 Avertable CBLs for 
Worst-Case) with  Average-Case Accesses: Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:2000 
 
 Figure 13 – ACET and WCET Reduction for Corresponding SPMMTs (average/worst
 Non-Avertable cache blocks are loaded regardless of the SPMMT used. As the number of 
non-avertable CBLs increases, ACET reduction and WCET reduction decreases. This is due to 
the fact the relative effect of the avertable CBLs on overall execution time is reduced as the 
number of non-avertable CBLs increases. Figure 
 
5.2.1.2 – The Effect of Avertable
Avertable cache blocks are loaded only when the SPMMT that keeps the associated 
cache block memory elements in SPM is not applied. Tables 
and results of an experiment testing the effect of a relative increase in avertable CBLs on ACET 
and WCET under the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs.
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avertable CBLs) 
13 (above) shows this effect clearly. 
 Cache Block Loads (CBLs)  
10, 11, and 12 show the parameters 
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Table 10: Experiment Parameters: Avertable CBLs 
Experiment Independent Variables: Avertable CBLs 
Number of Tasks:  1 
WCET:ACET Ratio  2:1 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  Variable 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  2 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  Variable 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  4 
 
Table 11 – ACETRB SPMMT (2 Non-Avertable CBLs for Average-Case, 4 Non-Avertable 
CBLs for Worst-Case) with  Average-Case Accesses: Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:2000 
 
Table 12 – WCETRB SPMMT (2 Non-Avertable CBLs for Average-Case, 4 Non-Avertable 
CBLs for Worst-Case) with  Average-Case Accesses: Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:2000 
 
 Figure 14 – ACET and WCET Decrease for Corresponding SPMMTs (via average/worst
 Figure 14 demonstrates the execution time reduction that is achieved for each of the 
tested avertable CBL sets. The light
SPMMT, and the dark gray bars represent WCET reduction under the WCETRB SPMMT. The 
larger the percentage of reduction, the greater effect the SPMMT has on reducing its 
corresponding execution path. Minor differences between ACET and WCET speedup 
RTOS overhead and additional non
ACET ratio to be less than 2 to 1, while average
to 2 ratio. 
This experiment maintains the same number of a
ACETRB SPMMT tests. However, in a real system it is possible that this would not be the case, 
because SPM size is fixed. Therefore it is possible that the same number of blocks would need to 
be allocated into SPM for the WCETRB and the ACETRB SPMMTs. Therefore, results such as 
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these, where ACET and WCET reduction (percentage wise) is approximately the same, reflect 
cases in which the ACETRB SPMMT can utilize only half of SPM effectively (due to having 
allocated all of task parameters into SPM, to increased numbers of small tasks to allocate into 
SPM, to ineffectiveness of placing certain parameters into SPM, etc.). 
 
Figure 15 – ACET (average/worst-case avertable CBLs) 
 
Figure 16 – WCET (average/worst-case avertable CBLs) 
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 Figures 15 and 16 show that execution time remains constant as the number of avertable 
CBLs is increased for the execution path corresponding to the SPMMT being utilized. Avertable 
cache blocks are loaded only when the opposite SPMMT is utilized. That is, avertable average-
case cache blocks are loaded only under the WCETRB SPMMT, and avertable worst-case cache 
blocks are loaded only under the ACETRB SPMMT. Therefore, as the number of avertable 
CBLs increases, the WCET and ACET reduction for the corresponding SPMMT type increases 
drastically. Note that for the 32:64 avertable CBL test, the ACET for the WCETRB SPMMT is 
greater than the WCET for the WCETRB SPMMT. This represents a scenario in which further 
WCET reduction is possible through allocation of average-case variables into SPM for the 
WCETRB SPMMT (because the WCET occurs during the average-case path execution). 
 
5.2.2 – Analysis of ACETRB Average Execution Time Reduction 
 The previous section analyzed factors that affect WCET versus ACET reduction. While it 
is valuable to know the amount of reduction that can be achieved for any single task instance, 
often it is also valuable to know the average execution time for each task. Average execution 
time is the cumulative sum of all task instance execution time divided by the number of task 
instances. If the goal of SPMMT optimization is not to reduce ACET as much as possible, but 
instead to reduce average execution time, one must consider the effect of worst-case execution 
frequency and WCET on average execution time. The worst-case execution frequency and the 
WCET for a task affect its average execution time, because they cause the average execution 
time for a task to be offset. In some cases, it is even possible that the ACETRB SPMMT could 
provide little to no average execution time reduction versus the WCETRB SPMMT if the WCET 
is very large (or worst-case execution very frequent) compared to the ACET. 
 5.2.2.1 – The Effect of The WCET to ACET Ratio on 
 Table 13 shows the parameters of 
WCET on average execution time. 
Table 13: Experiment Parameters: 
Experiment Independent Variables:
Number of Tasks:  
Average-Case Per Worst-Case:  
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs: 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs: 
 
Figure 17: Average Task Execution Time According to WCET to ACET Ratio
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 Figure 18: Percent Average Execution Time for the ACETRB SPMMT over the WCETRB 
SPMMT for Different WCET to ACET Ratios
 Figure uuux shows that as WCET doubles, percentage average execution time decrease 
from the ACETRB  SPMMT shrinks by approximately 2%. Therefore, t
provides diminishing returns as WCET increases. However, this experiment assumes that 
sufficient SPM is available to maintain the worst
soon as the worst-case execution path exceeds the allocation
WCET reduction that can be achieved through WCETRB SPMM drops off, and average 
execution time reduction from ACETRB SPMMT flat
 
5.2.2.2 – The Effect of Average Cases per Worst Case on 
 Table 14 shows the parameters of an experiment measuring the effect of increased worst
case execution path frequency on average execution time. 
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 Table 14: Experiment Parameters: Average
Experiment Independent Variables:
Number of Tasks:  
WCET:ACET Ratio:  
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs: 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs: 
 
Figure 19: Average Task Execution Time According to Average Cases per Worst
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 Figure 20: Percent Average Execution Time for the ACETRB SPMMT over the WCETRB 
SPMMT for Different Average Cases per Worst
 Figures 19 and 20 shows that as worst
average execution time decrease from the ACETRB  SPMMT shrinks significantly. As shown 
before, the ACETRB SPMMT provides diminishing returns. In Figure 
execution path occurs at the same frequency as the average
SPMMT demonstrates reduced average execution time versus the ACETRB SPMMT. However, 
in a real situation this is unlikely to be possible. If the ACETRB SPMMT uses profiling as it
source for SPMA, it will possess in its allocation all of the variables that are accessed most 
frequently (even those contained within the worst
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5.2.3 – Analysis of Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
 WCETRB SPMM would not be meaningful if it were not for the necessity of deadline 
assurance. Under resource-unconstrained conditions such as have already been demonstrated, 
task slack time is not necessary to measure as tasks are ensured the ability to meet their 
deadlines. There are several kinds of resource constraints, including the total amount of SPM, 
cache, and processor execution time. The effect of cache block loads and SPM size have already 
been demonstrated. While these factors affect ACET and WCET execution times, they do not 
directly affect task slack time, and their effect on task slack time depends on the SPMMT 
employed).  
 Processor utilization can refer to many things, but generally refers to the percentage of 
time that the processor spends executing tasks and other functions over a time period. Because 
the experiments performed by this thesis include average-case and worst-case task runtime 
combinations within each individual test, it is important to clarify that the processor utilization 
referred to by this thesis does not correspond to the percentage of time that the processor spends 
executing tasks and other functions over the entire duration of an experiment. Rather, the 
processor utilization referred to by this thesis refers to the worst-case processor utilization, 
which is the percentage of time that the processor spends executing tasks/RTOS functions over a 
specified task repetition period in which all tasks running on the processor are executing 
according to their WCET.  
In this way, average processor utilization may be only 50% or less, while the worst-case 
processor utilization is 95% or greater. The results shown in this chapter that specify processor 
utilization calculate processor utilization as though no SPMMT would be utilized. Therefore, the 
WCETRB SPMMT achieves less than the specified processor utilization percentage. 
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Furthermore, the worst-case processor utilization specified is an approximation based upon 
recorded slack times and WCETs, and varies by ±1% for each test. This section does not 
compare slack time reduction for a large set of WCET to ACET ratios, avertable CBL ratios, or 
other such factors. This is due to two factors: 1) because it is desired keep the analysis of 
processor utilization on slack time clear. 2) because it is outside of the scope of this thesis to test 
all possible real-time/resource-constraint scenarios.  
 
5.2.3.1 – The Effect of Task Repetition Periods/Task Execution Times 
 
5.2.3.1.1 – Modified Repetition Periods 
Tables 15, 16, and 17 show the parameters and results effect of increased task repetition 
periods (while task execution time remain the same) on slack time reduction via the WCETRB 
SPMMT.   
Table 15: Experiment Parameters: Worst-Case Processor Utilization Via Task WCETs 
Experiment Independent Variables: Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
Number of Tasks:  2 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
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Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
 
Table 16: ACETRB SPMMT – Worst-Case Processor Utilization via Varied Task Repetition 
Periods 
 
Table 17: WCETRB SPMMT – Worst-Case Processor Utilization via Varied Task Repetition 
Periods  
 
The results in Tables 16 and 17 are graphed in Figure 20. 
 
5.2.3.1.2 – Modified Task Execution Times via Task WCETs. 
 Tables 18, 19, and 20 show the parameters and results of an experiment measuring the 
effect of increased task WCET on slack time reduction via the WCETRB SPMMT.   
Table 18: Experiment Parameters: Worst-Case Processor Utilization Via Task WCETs 
Experiment Independent Variables: Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
Number of Tasks:  2 
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WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Worst-Case: Average-Case CBLs  2:1 
 
Table 19: ACETRB SPMMT – Worst-Case Processor Utilization via Varied Task Execution 
Times 
 
Table 20: WCETRB SPMMT – Worst-Case Processor Utilization via Varied Task Execution 
Times  
 
The results in Tables 19 and 20 are graphed in Figure 20. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5.2.3.1.3 – WCETRB Slack Time Performance
Figure 20: Percent Slack Time Increase for the WCETRB SPMMT over the 
for Different Worst-Case Processor Utilizations (via Contrasted Rep Periods and Task Runtimes)
 Figure 20 shows that as worst
improvement increases exponentially. This is because, as 
closer to their deadlines, the slack time that is gained via the WCETRB SPMMT becomes larger 
relative to the original slack time (under ACETRB SPMM). Actual slack time decreases 
exponentially as worst-case processor uti
percentage increase in slack time behaves according to the inverse of actual slack time.
The primary difference between varied repetition periods and varied task runtimes as they 
affect worst-case processor utilization is that by varying repetition periods, RTOS overhead is 
increased substantially. Because worst
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calculations include RTOS overhead, because any overhead that has occurred before the slack 
time is calculated causes slack time to decrease. Therefore, while varied repetition periods and 
task runtimes have very similar slack time characteristics for tested worst-case processor 
utilizations less than 90%, there is a substantial difference between slack times at 90% worst-
case processor utilization. The difference is due almost entirely to RTOS overhead, though the 
gap between percentage slack time increase is widened by the fact that the RTOS must perform 
extensive timing analysis after each task execution.   
 
5.2.3.2 – The Effect of Worst-Case Task Stack-up 
 Tables 21, 22, and 23 show the parameters and results of an experiment measuring the 
effect of the number of tasks being run on task slack time reduction under the WCETRB 
SPMMT.  
Table 21: Experiment Parameters: Worst-Case Processor Utilization Via Varied Numbers of 
Tasks 
Experiment Independent Variables: Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
Number of Tasks:  Variable Number (2 to 8) 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
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Table 22: ACETRB SPMMT – Worst-Case Processor Utilization via Number of Tasks 
 
Table 23: WCETRB SPMMT – Worst-Case Processor Utilization via Number of Tasks 
 
 
Figure 21: Worst-Case Slack Time for Different Numbers of Identical Tasks 
 Figure 21 shows the actual worst-case slack times under the ACETRB SPMMT (in light-
gray) and the WCETRB SPMMT (in dark gray). Two trends are notable on this graph.  First, the 
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 slack time difference between ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs grows as processor utilization 
increases. This is because the WCETRB provides a fixed amount of reduction for each task. As 
the number of tasks increases, so too does the total WCETRB SPMMT slack time reduction. 
Second, the ACETRB slack time to WCETRB slack time ratio increases exponential
case processor utilization approaches 100%. This is because as ACETRB slack time approaches 
zero, the percent increase in slack time due to the WCETRB SPMMT approaches infinity (1/0). 
Figure uuu (below) shows this effect very clearly.
Figure 22: Percent Slack Time Increase for the WCETRB SPMMT over the ACETRB SPMMT 
for Different Worst-Case Processor Utilizations (via Numbers of Identical Tasks)
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5.3 – THE EFFECT OF OVERHEAD ON SDAWS PERFORMANCE 
 This section tests the features and parameters unique to the SDAWS SPMMT. This 
section does not go into great detail regarding the kinds of ACET reductions that can be achieved 
through the use of SDAWS, as they depend heavily upon the kind of system being run (and have 
already been discussed (in Section 5.2). The notable difference between SDAWS and its 
ACETRB and WCETRB counterparts rests in slack time performance under resource-
constrained conditions. Therefore, this section discusses the effects of SDAWS-specific factors 
on task slack times − including when SDAWS makes them bigger and when SDAWS makes 
them smaller versus the ACETRB SPMMT. The analysis of the results SDAWS SPMMT testing 
is divided into four sections. 
• Section 1 – SDAWS Results Summary 
• Section 2 – Comparison of RTOS Overhead for Different SPMMTs 
• Section 3 – Analysis of the SPM Swap Time (SPMST) to Task WCET Ratio. 
• Section 4 – Analysis of Desired Deadlines on SDAWS Performance 
In all of the experiments run for this section, the number of computations per memory access (C 
to MA) and the memory access ratio (MAR) are fixed.  
• C to MA = 2 
• MAR = 200 SRAM accesses per SDRAM access 
5.3.1 – SDAWS Results Summary 
Because the purpose of the SDAWS SPMMT is to reduce ACET versus the WCETRB 
SPMMT, and to increase slack time versus the ACETRB SPMMT, SDAWS should be used only 
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when both of those criteria are met. However, regarding ACET reduction, SDAWS will at worst 
achieve the same ACET as the WCETRB SPMMT. Therefore, the criterion that determines 
whether SDAWS will provide any benefit whatsoever is this: worst-case task slack times under 
SDAWS must be greater than worst-case task slack times under ACETRB SPMM. 
In order for worst-case task slack times to be greater under SDAWS than under ACETRB 
SPMM, worst-case task stack-up scenarios (i.e., those that cause worst-case slack times) must be 
examined. Specifically, the sum of all task WCETs and overhead that may occur during a worst-
case task stack-up must be compared under SDAWS and under ACETRB SPMM. However, 
RTOS overhead is the same for both SDAWS and ACETRB SPMM except for the addition of 
point-schedulability analyses and SPM swaps required for SDAWS.  Therefore, only these two 
overhead factors need to be considered. 
 
5.3.1.1 – When SDAWS Should Not Be Used 
The following inequality expresses when SDAWS should not be used. 
PSAT + SPMST > 	bWCETACETRBSPMMT , tk))
c
d2
−bWCETWCETRBSPMMT , tk))
c
d2
 
            (17) 
In this equation, N is the number of tasks in the system that can occur during a worst-case task 
stack-up. PSAT = Point-Schedulability Analysis Time; SPMST = SPM Swap Time; t3 = task k, 
and WCET(SPMMT, t3) is the worst-case execution time of t3 under the corresponding 
SPMMT. 
 
(17) shows that the SDAWS SPMMT should not be used when WCET reductions achieved 
through swapping to WCETRB mode are smaller than the amount of additional overhead 
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required to test for and perform the SPM swap, (i.e., point-schedulability analysis time and SPM 
swap time). If slack time increases versus the ACETRB SPMMT cannot be achieved, then 
ACETRB SPMMT would provide better performance than SDAWS. 
 
5.3.1.2 – When SDAWS Provides Slack Time Benefit Over The ACETRB SPMMT 
The inequality below describes the when SDAWS provides slack-time benefit over 
ACETRB SPMMT. 
PSAT + SPMST < 	bWCETACETRBSPMMT , tk))
c
d2
−bWCETWCETRBSPMMT , tk))
c
d2
 
            (18) 
In this expression, N is the number of tasks in the system that can occur during a worst-case task 
stack-up. PSAT = Point-Schedulability Analysis Time; SPMST = SPM Swap Time; t3 = task k, 
and WCET(SPMMT, t3) is the worst-case execution time of t3 under the corresponding 
SPMMT. 
 
(18) shows that the SDAWS SPMMT provides benefit over the ACETRB SPMMT when WCET 
reductions achieved through swapping to WCETRB mode are greater than the amount of 
additional overhead required to test for and perform the SPM swap. However, just because slack 
times are larger does not mean that SDAWS ought to be used. The WCETRB SPMMT provides 
the best slack time results because it requires no additional overhead. 
 
5.3.1.3 – ACET Reduction and SDAWS Overhead 
For a system that does not encounter a worst-case task stack-up often, ACET reductions 
will be very similar to the ACETRB SPMMT. That is, ACET reductions could be as high as 80% 
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(see 5.2.1.3). This is because SDAWS operates in ACETRB mode until a worst-case task stack-
up is encountered. Though additional overhead is required to perform SPM swaps and point-
schedulability analyses (see 5.3.2), additional overhead is reduced when task frequency and the 
frequency of SPM swaps are reduced.  
SPM swaps are performed only when transitions between SPM modes are required. Thus, 
so long as worst-case task stack ups are infrequent, SPM swaps are infrequent. If task periods are 
large, overhead is minimized, due to a decreased number of schedulability analyses. If task 
periods are small, overhead is still significant due to increased schedulability analysis frequency.  
Therefore, though ACET reductions of up to 80% over WCETRB SPMM can be 
achieved, ACET reductions could be eclipsed by additional RTOS overhead for systems with 
many very small tasks that have very small periods. Of course, task and period sizes are relative 
to the processor on which tasks are running. Therefore, no precise measurements can be given. 
ACETRB SPMMT testing must be performed on the system on which SDAWS is to be run 
before possible SDAWS gains can be measured. 
 
5.3.1.4 – When SDAWS Should Be Used 
Clearly, in order for SDAWS to be useful, the condition specified in (18) must be met. 
However, in order for SDAWS to be worthwhile, ACET reduction under SDAWS must be 
desirably greater than ACET reduction under WCETRB SPMM. Therefore, SDAWS should be 
used only when all of the following criteria are met: 
1. Schedulability assurance under ACETRB SPMM is insufficient; 
2. Schedulability assurance under SDAWS is sufficient; and 
3. The SDAWS ACET reduction over WCETRB SPMM is desirable. 
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5.3.2 – Comparison of RTOS Overhead for Different SPMMTs 
 It is very important to acknowledge the effect of RTOS overhead in order to ensure that 
experiments performed by the SPMMT simulator reflect valid real-time scenarios running on a 
realistic RTOS. Therefore, in this section, some of the results of experiments performed in order 
to compare the WCETRB, ACETRB, and SDAWS SPMMTs are compared for the purpose of 
demonstrating RTOS overhead. RTOS overhead is affected by task periodicity and the SPMMT 
employed by the RTOS. The items included in the measured RTOS overhead include kernel 
operation, automated time statistic capture, automated point-schedulability analysis, and SPM 
swapping. The latter two are factors only under the SDAWS SPMMT. Table 24 shows the 
parameter set while testing RTOS overhead. 
Table 24: Experiment Parameters: Aperiodic Disturbance Test 
Experiment Independent Variables: SPMMT, Task Periodicity 
Number of Tasks:  3 (2 small, low priority, high frequency; 1 
large, high priority, low frequency) 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
Desired Deadline Percentage 50% of task deadline 
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5.3.2.1 – The Effect of ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs on RTOS Overhead 
 Results of experiments involving both the ACETRB (Table 25) and WCETRB (Table 26) 
SPMMTs are shown here to demonstrate that the RTOS percent overhead is virtually identical 
for both SPMMTs. This is because, since neither of these SPMMTs use the automated point-
schedulability analysis, or perform SPM swaps, the only factors affecting RTOS overhead are 
kernel operation and time statistic capture. The amount of time required for these RTOS 
operations is a direct function of task periodicity. The greater the periodicity, the less overhead is 
required to run tasks and grab their time statistics. 
Table 25 – ACETRB SPMMT – RTOS Overhead Percentage For Aperiodic Disturbance Tests 
 
Table 26 – WCETRB SPMMT – RTOS Overhead Percentage For Aperiodic Disturbance Tests 
 
 
 
 
 5.3.2.1 – The Effect of SDAWS 
 Table 27 shows the RTOS overhead required for execution of SDAWS. As with the 
ACETRB and WCETRB tests, the greater the period, the less overhead is required to run tasks 
and grab their time statistics. 
Table 27 – SDAWS SPMMT –
Figure 23 – RTOS % Overhead for Aperiodic Disturbance Tests: Task Periodicity = “T1 
 The RTOS percent overhead is drastically increased for SDAWS because it requires 
automated point-schedulability analysis and SPM
the RTOS overhead required by SDAWS levels out, primarily due to a decreased number of 
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schedulability analyses. In the aperiodic disturbance tests whose RTOS overhead results are 
shown in Figure 23, SPM swaps are performed only during the aperiodic disturbance event. 
Because SPM swap time is only approximately 4000 microseconds, and because only a small 
number of SPM swaps are performed, RTOS overhead is primarily due to point-schedulability 
analyses and timing analyses. An RTOS overhead of close to 12% is significant (the primary 
down-side to SDAWS); however, a modest 1.25% RTOS overhead makes SDAWS competitive 
with the other SPMMTs depending on SPM swap periodicity and swap time. 
 
5.3.3 – The Effect of The SPMST to WCET Ratio on SDAWS 
 Though overhead due to schedulability analyses plays a larger role than memory swaps 
regarding overall RTOS overhead, the amount of time required for a single memory swap is 
much greater than the amount of time required for a single task scheduling-point or completion-
point scan. (In this thesis’ testing, SPM swaps are greater by approximately 20:1.) SPM swaps 
are performed at task scheduling points and task completion points. However, with respect to 
task slack times, the primary difference between SDAWS and the ACETRB / WCETRB 
SPMMTs rests in the fact that SDAWS requires substantial memory swaps to be performed at 
task scheduling points — as WCETRB to ACETRB (completion point) memory swaps are 
performed only when tasks are assured to meet their deadlines.  
Despite the dominance of SPM swap time on SDAWS performance, it is not enough to 
show SDAWS performance results according to swap times alone. This is because what matters 
is the overall effect swap time has on WCET reduction. Thus, what matters is the amount of 
SPM swap time required relative to the worst-case task stack-up WCET, (i.e., the sum of each 
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task’s possible WCET in the event of a stack-up). Therefore, this section shows the effect of 
ACETRB to WCETRB (scheduling-point) SPM swap time (SPMST) versus worst-case task 
stack-up WCET, abbreviated the SPMST:WCET ratio. In this context, swap time, memory swap 
time, SPM swap time are all synonymous with SPMST. 
 
5.3.3.1 – Clear Example: When SDAWS Performs Worse Than The ACETRB SPMMT 
 Tables 28 and 29 (below) show the parameters and the results of an experiment in which 
the SPMST:WCET ratio was set to approximately 1:6. (SPMST is approximately 4000 
microseconds, and worst-case task stack-up WCET is approximately 24200.) Therefore, the 
SPMST is approximately 16.67% of the WCET. An SPMST:WCET ratio of 1:6 is very large, 
and therefore works to the detriment of SDAWS.  
Table 28: Experiment Parameters: Worst-Case Processor Utilization For Fixed Desired Deadline 
Experiment Independent Variables: Worst Case Processor Utilization 
Number of Tasks:  2 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
Desired Deadline Percentage 50% of task deadline 
SPMST:WCET Percentage 16.67% 
 Table 29: Two Identical Tasks: SDAWS Performance For SPMST:WCET Equal To 1:6
Important Note: The worst-case (WC) processor utilization shown in Figure 
upon the worst-case processor utilization under the ACETRB SPMMT. The WC processor 
utilization shown in Table 29 above is the SDAWS WC processor utilization, but does not 
include SPMST. 
Figure 24: SDAWS % Slack Time Increase Versus ACETRB
Figure 24 (above) shows the slack time performance of the SDAWS SPMMT over the 
ACETRB SPMMT for the 1:6 SPMST:WCET ratio experiment. Because the desired deadline 
threshold is 50%, the tests with 24% and 49% worst
any SPM swaps — and therefore achieve roughly the same slack time performance as the 
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ACETRB SPMMT. However, as soon as SPM swaps start to occur, problems arise. Because the 
SPMST is very large, SPM swaps delay task execution enough such that, (even though task 
WCETs are reduced), task slack time is reduced by as much as 45%.  
Figure 25 (below) suggests the reason for this reduction in slack time. As soon as swaps 
are performed, the SDAWS WCET + SPMST combination exceeds the WCET under the 
ACETRB SPMMT. This clearly underlines the importance of the SPMST:WCET ratio, and 
indicates that for large SPMST:WCET ratios, SDAWS performs worse than ACETRB SPMM. 
 
Figure 25: Total WCET (Including SPM Swap Time) for SPMST:WCET Equal To 1:3 
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5.3.3.2 – Memory Swap Time Testing – When SDAWS Works 
 Though large SPMSTs can cause SDAWS’ slack time performance to be worse than that 
of ACETRB SPMM, an SPMST of zero would cause SDAWS’ slack time performance to be 
identical to that of the WCETRB SPMMT. In between these two extremes are reasonable 
possibilities. The following results come from an experiment in which the SPMST:WCET ratio 
was changed by holding all other parameters constant while changing the SPMST.  
Tables 30 and 31 show the parameters and results of an experiment testing the effect of 
the SPMST:WCET percentage. In this experiment, two identical tasks with low priorities, short 
execution times, and short deadlines run on the processor. Further, a third task with a very large 
period (to simulate an aperiodic disturbance) and a large execution time runs on the processor.  
Table 30: Experiment Parameters: Aperiodic Disturbance Test with Varied SPMST:WCET 
Percentage 
Experiment Independent Variables: SPMST:WCET Percentage 
Number of Tasks:  3 (2 small, low priority, high frequency; 1 
large, high priority, low frequency) 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
Desired Deadline Percentage 50% of task deadline 
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Table 31: Aperiodic Distortion Results – Different Memory Swap Times 
 
 The desired deadline threshold for this experiment is set to 60%. Note in Table 31 
(above) that for the first three memory swap times, only three memory swaps are performed, 
(i.e., when all tasks execute according to their WCETs at 97% No SPM WC Proc Utilization). 
However, for the final three memory swap times, 18 memory swaps are performed, (i.e., 
whenever the aperiodic tasks executes). This is due to the fact that the point-schedulability 
analysis used to determine when to perform memory swaps includes the memory swap time in 
the equation. If memory swap times are large, swapping is performed sooner to provide more 
schedulability assurance and prevent memory swap oscillation.  
 Figure 26: Aperiodic Distortion 
 Figure 26 (above) shows the effect of the SPMST:WCET ratio on SDAWS 
improvement versus ACETRB SPMM.  As the ratio increases, slack time improvement 
decreases and eventually drops into the negative range, (which means SDAWS slack times are 
smaller than ACETRB SPMM slack times).
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– SDAWS % Slack Time Improvement Over ACETRB for 
Memory Swap Times 
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 Figure 27: Aperiodic Distortion 
 In Figure 27 (above), the reason for the decrease in SDAWS slack time improvement can 
be seen. The SDAWS WCET + SPMST sum exceeds the ACETRB SPMM WCET for the 
largest SPMST:WCET ratios, causing 
SPMMT. 
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– Total WCETs (Including SPM Swap Time) for Memory Swap 
Times 
slack time performance to fall below that of the ACETRB 
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 Figure 28: Aperiodic Distortion 
 Figure 28 (above) shows that not only does SDAWS worst
ACETRB SPMM worst-case slack
priority task under SDAWS actually fails to meet its deadline (negative slack time) for an 
SPMST that is 8.4% of the WCET. This continues to worsen as the ratio increases.
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— Worst-Case Slack Times for Memory Swap Times
-case slack time fall below 
 time as the SPMST:WCET ratio increases, but also the lowest 
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 Figure 29: Aperiodic Distortion 
 Figure 29 (above) shows SDAWS worst
WCETRB SPMM worst-case processor utilization. In the case where the low priority task under 
SDAWS fails to meet its deadline, worst
confirms that the deadline could not be met). This graph shows the percentage of processor 
execution time that is gained through the use of SDAWS versus ACETRB SPMM and lost 
through the use of SDAWS versus WCETRB SPMM.
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5.3.3.4 –The Effect of Unbalanced Task-Wise SPM Allocation on SDAWS 
 Instead of maintaining strictly balanced ACETRB / WCETRB SPM allocation (in which 
each task is assigned an equal amount of SPM), certain tasks may be allocated more SPM than 
others. Considering this further, one may be inclined to believe that unbalanced SPM allocation 
ought to have some effect on worst-case task slack times. However, this is not the case. Tables 
32 and 33 show that there is no difference between worst-case slack times for two very different 
task-wise SPM allocations. 
Table 32: Aperiodic Distortion – SRAM Priority To Aperiodic Tasks 
 
Table 33: Aperiodic Distortion – SRAM Priority To Periodic Tasks 
 
 The reason for the lack of worst-case slack time difference between the different SPM 
distributions lies in the fact that the same number of worst-case loads are averted in each case, 
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(thus keeping SPMST:WCET ratio identical). In a real scenario it may be possible for alternate 
task distributions of SPM to have an effect on slack time performance if, for example, more 
worst-case CBLs can be averted for one task than for another due to the spread of data within a 
program. In this scenario, it is possible for worst-case slack times to be increased or decreased 
versus a balanced task-wise SPM distribution.  
 However, this thesis does not presume to make claims regarding SDAWS / ACETRB / or 
WCETRB SPMMT worst-case slack time performance under different task-wise SPM 
distributions, because to make such claims would require significantly more test data requiring 
information on common special localities for data in embedded systems. Therefore, this thesis 
assumes that special locality of data, (i.e., the relative locations of sets of data within a program 
— affecting CBLs), is the same for all simulated tasks. What is certainly true about unbalanced 
task-wise SPM distributions is that they can achieve different average execution time reductions. 
This is because, for a set of tasks with different periodicities, reducing the ACET of tasks that 
run more often will result in reduced average execution time.  
 
5.3.4 – The Effect of Desired Deadlines on SDAWS 
 In addition to SPM swap time, SDAWS is affected by schedulability analyses. While the 
effect of schedulability analyses on SDAWS overhead has been discussed, the desired deadline 
threshold used by the schedulability analyses has not. The desired deadline threshold is the 
percentage of actual task deadline that triggers the SDAWS memory swap. If a single task is 
unable to meet its desired deadline, then under SDAWS the RTOS performs ACETRB to 
WCETRB swaps and enters WCETRB mode.  
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5.3.4.1 – A Desired Deadline Equal to The Actual Task Deadline 
 Table 34 (below) shows the parameters for an experiment in which the desired deadline 
percentage is held fixed while task periodicity is changed. The purpose of this experiment is to 
compare the ACETRB SPMMT to SDAWS when the RTOS remains in ACETRB mode.  
Table 34: Experiment Parameters: Task WCET For Fixed Desired Deadline 
Experiment Independent Variables: Task WCET 
Number of Tasks:  2 (Identical) 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
Desired Deadline Percentage 100% of task deadline 
 
Table 35: Two Identical Tasks – Desired Deadlines Equal To Task Deadlines (Periodicity) 
 
 In Table 35 (above) it is clear that the RTOS never enters WCETRB mode and that no 
SPM swaps are ever performed.  However, it is worth noting that there is virtually no difference 
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in worst-case slack time, WCET, and ACET between ACETRB and SDAWS SPMMTs. 
SDAWS worst-case slack time gets slightly worse as worst-case processor utilization increases, 
but only by 0.13% (due to point-schedulability analysis). 
 
5.3.4.1 – Desired Deadline Testing – What Desired Deadlines Should Be 
 Tables 36 and 37 show the parameters and results of an experiment in which five 
identical tasks with varying periodicities are run simultaneously.  
Table 36: Desired Deadline Experiment Parameters 
Experiment Independent Variables: Desired Deadline Percentage, SPMMT 
Number of Tasks:  5 (Identical with different periodicities) 
WCET:ACET Ratio:  2:1 
Memory Accesses Per CBL:  400 
Average-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Average-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  0 
Worst-Case Avertable CBLs:  3 
Worst-Case Non-Avertable CBLs:  3 
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Table 37: Five Identical Tasks w/ Different Periodicity – Desired Deadlines 
 
 SDAWS worst-case processor utilization decreases as the desired deadline threshold 
increases (Table 37). This is due to the fact that a small desired deadline threshold causes a 
greatly increased number of memory swaps. As the number of memory swaps required 
decreases, the worst-case processor utilization decreases. One is inclined to think that because 
the additional memory swaps do not occur during a worst-case task stack-up they should not 
affect worst-case processor utilization. This is not the case, because this experiment is performed 
under very resource-constrained conditions. After each worst-case task stack-up has completed, 
the RTOS may swap back to ACETRB mode. The amount of time required to swap back to 
ACETRB mode affects the next set of task execution times. Therefore, a greater number of 
swaps means a greater disturbance of worst-case task stack-up execution time. 
 This experiment was performed with a high SPMST:WCET ratio of 1:12., in order to 
show the effect of desired deadline % on slack time performance. For very small SPMST:WCET 
ratios, the desired deadline threshold has no effect on slack time performance because the 
amount of time required to swap back to ACETRB mode does not impede worst-case task stack-
 up execution time. In Figure 30 (below) it should be noted that for a 45% desired deadline 
threshold, SDAWS’ slack time performance is worse
Figure 30: Identical Tasks w/ Different Periodicity 
 Finally, it needs to be mentioned that average execution time reduction is maximized 
when desired deadlines are as large as is acceptable. This is because a smaller deadline threshold 
means that more time is spent in WCETRB mode. Therefore, there are sever
desired deadline thresholds should not be used. Though they may provide more assurance that 
the RTOS will be running in WCETRB mode when it needs to be, additional memory swaps 
negate any benefit from SDAWS over 
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION 
 The goal of this thesis was to develop an SPM management technique that serves as a 
compromise approach between average-case and worst-case execution time reduction-based 
SPM management.  In order to accomplish this goal, this thesis developed an SPM management 
technique that switches between average-case and worst-case execution time reduction-based 
SPM allocations according to task schedulability.  It was found that the SDAWS technique 
developed by this thesis is capable of serving as a compromise solution between ACETRB and 
WCETRB SPMM.  However, the performance of SDAWS is highly dependent upon scenario, 
RTOS, and task characteristics, and the technique is not able to serve as a compromise solution 
in every case. To verify that the developed SPMMT met the goal of serving as a compromise 
approach, this thesis contributed these primary achievements: 
• Developed an RTOS and simulation platform from which to evaluate ACETRB, 
WCETRB, and SDAWS SPMMT performance. 
• Performed comprehensive simulation testing of each of these SPMMTs under a variety of 
scenarios,. 
• Evaluated each SPMMT with respect to the others. 
The RTOS and simulation platform were successfully able to run a large number of 
simulated hard real-time tasks simultaneously, collect timing statistics, and perform SPM 
management operations such as automatic schedulability analysis. The RTOS and simulator 
could be extended to test other SPM management techniques, or converted into a stand-alone 
RTOS solution which performs SDAWS. Moreover, it was found that the overhead introduced 
by the RTOS and simulator for the static SPMMTs was very minimal. While RTOS overhead for 
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SDAWS was significant for certain task scenarios, it did not prevent SDAWS from 
demonstrating clear improvements over the static SPMMTs. 
Difficulty was encountered collecting and developing an SPMMT simulator that 
accounted for all relevant task parameters. Further difficulty was encountered generating test 
scenarios that thoroughly covered the range of parameter changes which affected SPMMT 
performance. This thesis invested an equal amount of time into RTOS development, simulator 
development, and performing SPMMT experiments.  
It was found that differences between ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMT performance are 
highly dependent upon task execution path characteristics.  In particular, the number of cache 
block loads along the worst-case and average-case execution paths and the ratio of cache block 
loads to total execution path execution time play a dominant role.  Moreover, this thesis shows 
that ACET reductions under the ACETRB SPMMT and WCET reductions under the WCETRB 
SPMMT range between 10% and 60% for the tested scenarios, where the amount of reduction is 
dependent upon the cache block load to execution time ratio. These results are consistent with [3, 
8, and 17], which claim ACET  or WCET reductions between 35% and 60%. Due to WCET 
reductions, use of the WCETRB SPMMT results in a minimum of 10% reduction in worst-case 
processor utilization under heavily resource-constrained conditions. The percentage of slack time 
gained through the use of the WCETRB SPMMT increases exponentially versus the ACETRB 
SPMMT as worst-case processor utilization increases, but for 90% worst-case processor 
utilization (under the ACETRB SPMMT), this thesis shows that the WCETRB SPMMT reduces 
slack times by between 70% and 90%. 
Because SDAWS relies on these two techniques, any relative improvement from 
SDAWS over either technique is dependent upon these execution path characteristics as well. 
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The primary factors affecting ability of SDAWS to serve as a compromise approach are its 
ability to offer increased slack time versus the ACETRB SPMMT and reduced ACET versus the 
WCETRB SPMMT. Increases in slack time are driven by SDAWS SPM swap time, while 
reductions in ACET are driven by RTOS overhead due to schedulability analyses. For scenarios 
in which SPM swap and schedulability overhead exceeded reductions in WCET due to ACETRB 
to WCETRB swapping, SDAWS performs worse than the ACETRB SPMMT according to every 
metric, and is therefore unable to serve as a compromise solution. However, for scenarios in 
which the additional overhead due to SDAWS is smaller than execution time gains due to 
swapping, SDAWS is able to serve as a compromise solution. Findings regarding the relative 
performance of SDAWS, ACETRB, and WCETRB SPMMTs under simulated system conditions 
are shown in table uuu. It should be noted that, because SDAWS requires additional RTOS 
overhead in order to operate, some system conditions affect SDAWS performance but not 
ACETRB or WCETRB performance. 
Table 38: Summary of Findings 
System Conditions SPMMT SPMMT Performance 
Characterization 
High task frequency SDAWSs Weak performance due to high 
overhead 
Low task frequency SDAWS Strong performance due to low 
overhead 
High SPM Swap Time :WCET Ratio * SDAWS Weak performance due to high 
overhead 
Low SPM Swap Time :WCET Ratio * SDAWS Strong performance due to low 
overhead 
SPMST + PSAT *** < SDAWS’ WCET 
Improvement 
SDAWS SDAWS slack times > ACETRB 
slack times. * 
SPMST + PSAT *** > SDAWS’ WCET 
Improvement 
SDAWS SDAWS slack times < ACETRB 
slack times. SDAWS cannot be 
used for the RT system. * 
High Worst-Case Processor Utilization SDAWS, WCETRB Strong slack time improvements 
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Percentage * versus ACETRB* 
Low Worst-Case Processor Utilization 
Percentage * 
SDAWS, WCETRB Weak slack time improvements 
versus ACETRB * 
Small / infrequent worst-case path 
execution 
ACETRB Strong average execution time 
reduction versus WCETRB* 
Large / frequent worst-case path 
execution 
ACETRB Weak average execution time 
reduction versus WCETRB* 
Large number of avertable cache block 
loads per execution path ** 
ACETRB, WCETRB, SDAWS Significant execution path 
reduction due to SPM allocation 
Small number of avertable cache block 
loads per execution path ** 
ACETRB, WCETRB, SDAWS Insignificant execution path 
reduction due to SPM allocation 
* See Chapter 5, section 5.1.1 
** See Chapter 5, section 5.3.2 
*** See Chapter 5, section 5.3.3 
 
Because it is possible to decrease SDAWS overhead through the use of DMA and code 
optimizations, and because embedded processors are becoming increasingly powerful and are 
able to handle additional overhead, the SDAWS technique is ready to be adopted by industry. 
However, SDAWS is dependent upon ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMT performance. Because 
ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs have yet to be widely adopted by industry, developers may 
wish to wait until these methods have been vetted before attempting to implement a more 
complex approach. Further, implementation of SDAWS requires a significant time investment 
(much more so than static SPMMTs); therefore it is likely that developers will wish to wait for 
researchers to vet SDAWS at an application level before incorporating it into a commercial 
system. 
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CHAPTER 7 – CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 No SPM management technique can be understood so well that there is no benefit to 
additional testing. Furthermore, implementation of any SPMMT can always be optimized to fit 
the system on which it is running, or tweaked to increase performance. In addition, software 
tools may be developed in order to categorize or generate SPM allocations better for different 
SPMMTs. While these avenues could be exploited in order to optimize other types of SPMMTs, 
this Chapter discusses additional testing, optimizations, and black-box software solutions that 
should be investigated in order to better characterize and increase the performance of the 
SDAWS SPMMT. 
 
6.1 – ADDITIONAL SDAWS SPMMT TESTING 
 This thesis thoroughly tested the SDAWS SPMMT with respect to the ACETRB and 
WCETRB SPMMTs – verifying that performance gains can be achieved through its use. 
However, because SDAWS is a new technique, additional testing should be performed either 
through simulations or through use in applications in order to prove its effectiveness under a 
multitude of scenarios. Furthermore, all of the simulations performed for this thesis were 
executed on a single 32-bit Freescale Coldfire platform. Therefore, it would be beneficial to 
perform additional testing in order characterize the performance of SDAWS on different 
platforms (e.g.: 8-bit, 64-bit, etc).  
6.1.1 – Additional Simulation Testing with The RTOS and SPMMT Simulator 
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While enough data were obtained for this thesis through testing and simulation to validate 
the effectiveness of SDAWS for some scenarios, the amount of testing and analysis performed 
for this thesis was not exhaustive. The following testing could be performed in order to 
characterize the performance of SDAWS better: 
1. Additional investigation into ACET reduction under SDAWS  
a. Under different RTOS overhead conditions 
b. Under varied resource-constrained real-time task scenarios 
2. Additional investigation into task slack time performance under SDAWS under varied 
resource-constrained real-time task scenarios 
6.1.2 – Comparison of SDAWS to other SPMMTs 
 This thesis compares the SDAWS SPMMT only to the ACETRB and WCETRB 
SPMMTs. However, there are many different types of SPMMTs, (e.g.: dynamic page-based, 
stack-based, RTOS minimization-based, etc). To form a more complete picture of SDAWS 
benefits / detriments, it would be valuable to compare SDAWS to these other SPMMTs. 
However, the ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMTs have not yet been fully characterized with 
respect to the other SPMMTs, so characterizing them would have to come first. 
6.1.3 – Application Testing of SDAWS 
 In addition to testing via simulation, application testing is a means of validating the 
effectiveness of design techniques. While simulation testing gives a well-rounded picture of task 
execution times under SDAWS in terms of benefit / detriment to execution times and slack times 
in the best and worst cases, simulation testing does not absolutely confirm that SDAWS will 
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achieve similar results on a real system. Real scenarios can be very complex, and simulation 
parameters cannot account for every possible variable. Instead, simulation parameters account 
only for those variables that are expected to have an effect on performance under SDAWS. 
Consequently, application testing through the implementation of the SDAWS SPMMT on a real 
system would provide concrete evidence to reinforce the performance results obtained for this 
thesis. 
 
6.2 – SDAWS IMPLEMENTATION OPTIMIZATION 
 Though the RTOS and SPMMT simulator used simulated tasks to validate SDAWS 
performance gains, the RTOS implemented for this thesis used a real implementation of the 
SDAWS SPMMT (not a simulation of SDAWS – though memory swap times were simulated). 
The advantage of the real implementation is to minimize the number of simulation factors 
present in each test case. However, this means that the results obtained for this thesis are directly 
affected by the amount of overhead incurred by the specific SDAWS implementation employed. 
Therefore, it is possible to obtain better SDAWS results through the optimization of the SDAWS 
implementation. 
6.2.1 – Schedulability Analysis Optimization 
 The results obtained for this thesis show that a significant amount of RTOS overhead is 
caused by schedulability analyses performed in order to determine whether or not to swap SPM 
allocation modes. Therefore, it makes sense to consider ways of reducing this overhead in order 
to increase performance. 
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6.2.1.1 – Schedulability Analysis Computation Time Optimization 
 The schedulability analysis algorithm used by this thesis (described in 4.1.1) is 
implemented in the RTOS in a non-ideal manner. That is, the algorithm is implemented in a way 
such that an unnecessarily large portion of time is spent iterating through task structures. The 
schedulability analysis algorithm implementation could be optimized by utilizing look up tables 
(LUTs) in place of task structures and loops. 
6.2.1.2 – Predictive/Schedule-Aware Schedulability-Analysis 
 This thesis does not execute schedulability analysis code until tasks are ready to run on 
the processor (due to the design of the automatic task scheduler used by the RTOS). This is very 
inefficient, as it requires the schedulability analysis time to be appended to any worst-case task 
execution times, reducing worst-case slack time. It would be much more beneficial to execute 
schedulability analysis code as soon as the RTOS can determine when tasks will need to run.  
This could add additional overhead in the form of additional task scheduling time / schedule 
tables used by the RTOS; however, the advantage of doing this would be to detect worst-case 
task stack-ups before they occurred, either by executing schedulability analysis code as soon as 
tasks are scheduled to run in the future, or while the processor is idle. In addition, predictive 
schedulability analysis could theoretically be performed in which the RTOS uses runtime 
parameters to predict when task worst-case executions will occur and perform schedulability 
analyses only during the predicted worst-case time slices. 
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6.2.1.3 – Stable-State WCETRB to ACETRB Swapping 
 This thesis’ SDAWS implementation requires the RTOS to swap to ACETRB mode as 
soon as all tasks currently scheduled on the processor are able to meet their deadlines. This is 
problematic, as in the case where worst-case task stack-ups occur frequently it is likely that SPM 
allocation modes will oscillate continuously as tasks complete and are scheduled again. In order 
to avoid the tremendous amount of overhead and performance detriment that this kind of 
oscillation causes (see 5.3.3.1), a condition can be added to the WCETRB to ACETRB SPM 
allocation mode swap that requires that all tasks are able to meet their desired deadlines for a set 
interval of time (say, five milliseconds, for example) before the RTOS is allowed to swap back to 
ACETRB SPM allocation mode.  
6.2.2 – SPM Swap Optimization 
 SPM swap time adds a considerable amount of overhead and directly affects the ability of 
SDAWS to perform under resource-constrained conditions (see 5.3.2). Consequently, it is 
essential that SPM swap time be reduced as much as possible. Though the effect of swap time on 
SDAWS performance was demonstrated, this thesis used simulated amounts of SPM to control 
memory swap time. Therefore, this thesis does not provide an optimized implementation of the 
SPM swap controller. The RTOS for this thesis uses memcpy operations. 
6.2.2.1 – Direct Memory Access (DMA) 
 SPM swap efficiency could be drastically improved (even more so than is demonstrated 
by the results of this thesis) through the use of direct memory access (DMA). DMA is a 
hardware mode that is incorporated on many embedded processors, which allows for large 
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memory blocks to be copied from one segment of memory to another (i.e.: from main memory to 
SPM) while allowing the processor to execute other instructions. Therefore, DMA could allow 
SPM swap time to be free, but only on the condition is that no task can use the memory involved 
in the DMA while the DMA is taking place. Therefore, SPM swaps for tasks not being executed 
currently could be performed while other tasks are being executed, (though the DMA may slow 
the effective memory bus speed temporarily for the tasks being executed).  
6.2.3 – Alternate RTOS Configurations 
 This thesis uses a non-preemptive, fixed priority operating system that requires SPM 
swaps for all tasks to occur at the same time. The non-preemptive and fixed priority nature of the 
RTOS limits what can be applied from the results obtained for this thesis to other kinds of 
operating systems. Additional testing should be performed for these types of operating systems. 
Further, SDAWS overhead can be reduced through the use of alternate RTOS configurations. 
6.2.3.1 – Earliest-Deadline First Scheduling 
 Earliest-deadline first (EDF) scheduling involves the use of task deadline knowledge to 
reprioritize tasks on the fly such that the tasks that need to complete the soonest are always run 
first. Specifically, EDF scheduling requires task completion point and task scheduling point 
scanning in order to find tasks with the soonest deadlines and then run them. This completion 
and scheduling point scanning that must be performed is extremely similar to the SDAWS 
schedulability analysis equations in 4.1.1. Therefore, the two schedulability analyses could be 
combined in order to reduce overhead incurred by the RTOS due to SDAWS. Combination of 
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schedulability analysis algorithms would significantly reduce the PSAT (point-schedulability 
analysis time) utilized in the equations described in 5.3.1. 
6.2.3.2 – RTOS Preemption 
 Barring priority inversion scenarios, preemptive operating systems offer more 
schedulability assurance than non-preemptive operating systems due to immediate response to 
high priority tasks. Therefore, since many large embedded systems use preemptive RTOSes, it is 
worth testing SDAWS on a system that incorporates such an RTOS. In addition, SDAWS could 
take advantage of preemption in two ways: 
1. While tasks are able to complete well before their deadlines, additional schedulability 
analyses could be performed during RTOS context switches. 
2. Schedulability analyses could be re-run partway through task execution such that current task 
WCET would not need to be incorporated into the schedulability equation (only task ACET). 
As the tasks continue running, SPM swaps could be performed only after the current task has 
run for a long enough interval such that if other tasks executed according to their WCETs, 
they would not be able to complete. This would reduce unnecessary SPM swaps. 
 
6.3 – DEVELOPMENT OF A BLACK-BOX SOLUTION 
 Because the development and implementation of an SPMMT on any RTOS requires a 
significant time investment, there is a need in the embedded market for tools which remove the 
burden of SPM allocation / SPM management from the developer. While some of the following 
tools may be in the process of being developed, none of them currently exist on the market.  
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6.3.1 – Compile-Time SDAWS SPM Allocator 
 A large portion of recent (published within the last ten years) SPMMT research surveyed 
by this thesis has targeted the creation of compile-time techniques for SPM allocation (see 
Chapter 3). In particular, ACETRB and WCETRB SPM allocation strategies have been 
developed, (though the WCETRB SPM allocation strategies rely on estimates that make them 
not ideal versus profiling-based SPM allocation techniques). Using these established techniques, 
it would be possible to obtain both WCETRB and ACETRB SPM allocations for any given task 
or set of tasks. These allocations could then be used by SDAWS. Ideally, these techniques would 
be incorporated into a compiler of some type that would automatically divide task memory into 
segments and generate source code for swapping different segments into and out of SPM. 
6.3.2 – Debugger-Based Automated Profiling Tool For SDAWS Allocation 
 Instead of determining SPM allocations via techniques employed at compile time, 
profiling can be used to determine ACETRB and WCETRB SPM allocations. However, because 
profiling must be done at runtime, any profiling tool must count the precise number of memory 
accesses for every variable in the program. A debugger is generally the only tool that has access 
to this information; therefore, it is logical to incorporate profiling into the debugger. Because 
most debuggers come linked to a specific tool set designed to work with a specific 
microcontroller, it would be logical for the debugger/development tool suite to segment task 
memory according to different SPMMTs, and provide source code for accessing each segment as 
well as swapping different segments into and out of SPM. 
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6.3.3 – Debugger-Based Cache Block Load Analyzer 
 Because the goal of SPMMTs is to avoid cache block loads, it falls to reason that 
developers may desire to create their own SPM allocation that optimizes specific executions 
paths according to the number of cache block loads that occur along them. This is not possible 
without knowing how many cache block loads actually occur (in the worst-case and on average) 
along any given execution path. Furthermore, it is not possible to know speedup due to SPM 
without knowing how many CBLs were averted through the use of the SPMMT employed. 
Therefore, a cache block load analyzer would allow developers to determine along what 
execution paths the most CBLs were occurring and create an SPMMT to mitigate their effect on 
execution time. Further, such a tool would simply be useful, as it would help developers to avoid 
additional execution time caused by “spaghetti code” – in which a multitude of large jumps 
between code segments causes unnecessary CBLs (in addition to being bad style and hard to 
follow). 
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APPENDIX A 
This appendix includes the data tables associated with the experiments performed for this 
thesis. It only contains those data tables that have not already been displayed in Chapter 5 – 
results and analysis. All times indicated in the data tables are in microseconds. This section does 
not discuss the results displayed here. In order to do that, the reader will need to refer back to the 
corresponding SPMMT experiments in Chapter 5. 
ONE-TASK EXPERIMENTS – ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
Computations per Memory Access Experiment 
Table 40 – Computations per Memory Access (1,000 Memory Accesses) 
 
 
Figure 31 – ACET for Computations per Memory Access (1,000 Memory Accesses) 
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SDRAM Equivalency Ratio Experiment 
Table 41 – SRAM to SDRAM Access Ratio (1,000 Memory Accesses) 
 
 
Average and Worst-case CBL Experiments – Equal Non-Avertable and Avertable CBLs 
The following tables show the results of CBL experiments in which average-case CBLs 
are equal to worst-case CBLs , and there are an identical number of worst-case and average-case 
memory accesses. Non-avertable and avertable CBLs were varied. The WCETRB SPMMT was 
not tested because the worst-case and average-case execution paths are identical; therefore the 
WCETRB SPMMT performs identically to the ACETRB SPMMT. 
 
Table 42 – Non-avertable CBLs for the ACETRB SPMMT (2 AC:WC CBLs = 1:1) with  
Average-Case Accesses: Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:1000 
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Table 43 – Avertable CBLs for the ACETRB SPMMT (2 AC:WC CBLs = 1:1) with  Average-
Case Accesses: Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:1000 
 
 
Average and Worst-case CBL Experiments –Avertable CBLs 
The following tables show the results of CBL experiments in which avertable average-
case and avertable worst-case CBLs were modified , but there are an identical number of worst-
case and average-case memory accesses. 
 
Table 44 – AC Avertable CBLs for the ACETRB SPMMT with  Average-Case Accesses: Worst-
Case Accesses = 1000:1000 
 
Table 45 – WC Avertable CBLs for the ACETRB SPMMT with  Average-Case Accesses: 
Worst-Case Accesses = 1000:1000 
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Average and Worst-case CBL Experiments –Non-Avertable CBLs 
 
Figure 32 – ACET (average/worst-case non-avertable CBLs) 
 
 
Figure 33 –WCET (average/worst-case non-avertable CBLs) 
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TWO-TASK EXPERIMENTS – ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
Average Execution Time – ACET:WCET Ratio Experiment  
Table 46 – ACET:WCET Ratio for SDAWS 
 
 
Average Execution Time – WCET to ACET Ratio Experiment 
Table 47: ACETRB SPMMT – Varied WCET to ACET Ratio 
 
Table 48: WCETRB SPMMT – Varied WCET to ACET Ratio 
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Average-Cases Per Worst-Case Experiments 
Table 49: ACETRB SPMMT – Varied Average Cases Per Worst-Case 
 
Table 50: WCETRB SPMMT – Varied Average Cases Per Worst-Case 
 
Table 51 – Average-Cases Per Worst-Case for SDAWS 
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Worst-Case Processor Utilization Experiments 
Table 52 – ACETRB SPMMT: Average and Worst-Case Task Slack Times for the Processor 
Utilization by Task Numbers Experiment 
 
 
Table 53 – WCETRB SPMMT: Average and Worst-Case Task Slack Times for the Processor 
Utilization by Task Numbers Experiment 
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Table 54 –ACETRB and WCETRB Comparison for Processor Utilizations, Task WCETs, and 
Task Periodicities for Aperiodic Disturbance (No Clear Trends – Only General Statements About 
Relative Performance Can Be Made)  
 
Note: “Aperiodic Base” is equal to Task 0 WCET and Rep Period for Test 1 (These are what is varied) 
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Unclear Results: SPMST to WCET Ratio Experiment 
Several of the tests performed for this thesis involved modifying the SPMST:WCET ratio 
by keeping SPMST constant while modifying task WCETs and task repetition periods. While 
this approach was successful in that it provided results which showed significant SDAWS slack 
time improvement over the ACETRB SPMMT and small SDAWS slack time detriment versus 
the WCETRB SPMMT (see table uuu below), it did not provide clear results. This is because 
changing task WCETs and task repetition periods affects more than the SPMST:WCET ratio. 
Changing these things affects worst-case processor utilization and RTOS overhead. Therefore, 
slack time improvements due to SDAWS are not a function merely of the SPMST:WCET ratio, 
but of several factors and cannot be graphed. Below is an example of one such unsuccessful test. 
Table 55: Aperiodic Distortion Results – Different Task Sizes 
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SPM Swap Time Experiment 
Table 56 –SDAWS SPMMT Task Data Set: SPM Swap Times for 97% WC Processor 
Utilization via Aperiodic Disturbance 
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Desired Deadline Threshold Experiment 
Table 57 – ACETRB, WCETRB, SDAWS SPMMTs – Task Data Set: Desired Deadline 
Comparison For 97% WC Processor Utilization via the Aperiodic Disturbance Test (1:12 
SPMST:WCET Ratio) 
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APPENDIX B 
The RTOS and SPMMT simulator were developed for a Freescale Semiconductor 
MCF5225 Tower Module Development Kit. In particular, the microcontroller on the 
development module was a 32-bit Freescale Coldfire version MCF52259CAG80. 
SOURCE COMPILATION AND TOOLS 
The source code for the RTOS and SPMMT simulator is integrated into one body of code 
available on the CD provided with this thesis. Therefore, it is not possible to compile them 
separately.  
Further, in order to use any development tools with theMCF5225 board, a firmware 
update may be required. The P&E Microcomputer Systems USB debugger interface is used on 
this board. The P&E firmware update tool can be found within the contents of this thesis’ CD. 
The P&E Firmware Updater can also be found on P&E’s website: 
http://www.pemicro.com/blog/post.cfm/osbdm-firmware-update-utility 
All tools used for development, compilation, and debugging are available from Freescale 
Semiconductor. Development, compilation, and debugging tools are incorporated into the  
Codewarrior 10.1 SDK. 30-Day Trial “Evaluation” licenses and unlimited-time “Special 
Edition” licenses are available. The “Evaluation” licenses offer full access to development 
features, while the “special edition” licenses place code-size and feature restrictions. This thesis 
was developed using a “special edition” license. 
Codewarrior 10.1 is available here: 
http://www.freescale.com/webapp/sps/site/prod_summary.jsp?code=CW-MCU10&tid=CWH 
BRIEF USERS GUIDES 
IMCRTOS Users Guide 
 The RTOS developed for this thesis does not exist as a black-box application. Therefore, 
in order to use the IMCRTOS, one must write functions and link them into RTOS tasks. Though 
the RTOS offers ACETRB / WCETRB swapping according schedulability analysis, ACETRB 
and WCETRB SPMMTs are simulated (in the simulation function execute_tailor_task()) and 
therefore offer no real performance benefits to a generic system. The schedulability analysis and 
SPM swapping could be extended if real ACETRB / WCETRB allocations were created. 
The IMCRTOS does offer priority-based scheduling , automatic task rescheduling, and 
automatic timing analysis routines that may be used by any generic system. To create a task, one 
must first modify parameters within the RTOS’  priority task list. The task list is ordered such 
that the tasks with index 0 have the lowest priority and the tasks with the highest index have the 
highest priority. Up to 255 priority levels are available in the priority task list. 
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The file RTSPMM_TestBench.c contains examples of task parameters that may be 
specified. A majority of these task parameters are utilized only by the SPMMT simulation 
function and therefore are irrelevant for general RTOS use. The following code snippets indicate 
the task parameters that must be specified in order to use the RTOS independently from the 
simulator: 
• priorityTaskList[i].TASK_FUNCTION = INSERT_YOUR_TASK_HERE; 
• priorityTaskList[i].REPETITION_PERIOD = YOUR_REP_PERIOD_IN_US; 
• priorityTaskList[i].DCT_INTERVAL = YOUR_TASK_DEADLINE_IN_US; 
 
So long as the task function is not set to execute_tailor_task, ACETRB and WCETRB SPMMT 
simulation is disabled. To disable the SDAWS SPMMT, the following function must be called: 
• SET_SWAPPING_ENABLED(FALSE); 
Calling this function will disable additional RTOS overhead due to SDAWS SPM swapping and 
point-schedulability analyses. 
 Finally, a series of functions must be called in order to initialize the RTOS, run tasks, and 
obtain timing statistics. The functions are shown below: 
• Initialize_oC_RTOS(); - Initializes RTOS Parameters 
• InitializeTimer0(); - Initializes RTOS Timer 
• EnableThisManyTasks(n); -Enables task with priority 0 through task with 
priority n-1. 
• TaskManager(); - Calls the RTOS kernel. Place inside of an infinite 
loop to run indefinitely. 
• printAllTaskStats(); - Prints task timing statistics obtained since the 
timer was initialized. 
 
SPMMT Simulator Users Guide 
 Though special care must be taken to run the RTOS without running the simulator, 
running the simulator is easy. This is because the code provided in this thesis” CD is already 
configured to perform SPMMT simulation. To run tests, one must first modify the desired 
parameters in RTSPMM_TestBench.h. This file contains #defined parameter lists for several 
different task priorities. The file RTSPMM_TestBench.c contains functions which copy the 
#defined values into the priority task list.  
• initTaskAtThisPriority_toT1(task priority i) 
• initTaskAtThisPriority_toT2(task priority i) 
• initTaskAtThisPriority_toT3(task priority i) 
• … 
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Each of these commands sets the indicated task priority index to the modified #defined sets in 
RTSPMM_TestBench.h (e.g. T1, T2, T3, etc). 
Important to note are the following commands: 
• priorityTaskList[i].TASK_FUNCTION = execute_tailor_task; 
• tailor_task_init(&priorityTaskList[task priority]); 
•  
execute_tailor_task is the simulator function. This function simulates WCETRB, ACETRB, and 
SDAWS SPMMT performance depending on the SPMMT mode of the simulator. The 
initialization function must be called in order to initialize simulated memory spaces. The 
SPMMT mode is changed using the following lines of code: 
To load the WCETRB SPMMT 
• SET_SWAPPING_ENABLED(FALSE); 
• SPM_MODE = WCET 
To load the ACETRB SPMMT 
• SET_SWAPPING_ENABLED(FALSE); 
• SPM_MODE = ACET 
To load the SDAWS SPMMT 
• SET_SWAPPING_ENABLED(TRUE); 
• SPM_MODE = ACET 
Finally, the following functions are used to set up the SDRAM load time simulation 
(according to SRAM accesses per SDRAM access), and cache simulation. This thesis has the 
following parameters set to the values indicated for all experiments run, except for the ones that 
test the effect of SDRAM memory access times. 
 
• SET_SD_TO_SRAM_ACCESS_RATIO(200); 
• SET_cache_SIMULATION(TRUE); 
